Region 4 Education Service Center (ESC)
Contract # R180704
for
Language Service Providers and Related Services
with

Lionbridge Global Solutions II, Inc.

Effective: July 1, 2018

The following documents comprise the executed contract between the
Region 4 Education Service Center and Lionbridge Global Solutions II, Inc.,
effective July 1, 2018:

I.
II.
III.

Appendix A Vendor Contract and Signature Form
Supplier’s Response to the RFP, incorporated by reference
Best and Final (BAFO) Response

APPENDIX A
VENDOR CONTRACT AND SIGNATURE FORM
This Vendor Contract and Signature Form (“Contract”) is made as of __June 19, 2018, by and
between Lionbridge Global Solutions II, Inc. (“Vendor”) and Region 4 Education Service Center
(“Region 4 ESC”) for the purchase of Language Service Providers and Related Services
(“the products and services”).
RECITALS
WHEREAS, both parties agree and understand that the following pages will constitute the contract
between the successful vendor(s) and Region 4 ESC, having its principal place of business at 7145
West Tidwell Road, Houston, TX 77092.
WHEREAS, Vendor agrees to include, in writing, any required exceptions or deviations from these
terms, conditions, and specifications; and it is further understood that, if agreed to by Region 4 ESC,
said exceptions or deviations will be incorporated into the final contract “Vendor Contract.”
WHEREAS, this contract consists of the provisions set forth below, including provisions of all
attachments referenced herein. In the event of a conflict between the provisions set forth below and
those contained in any attachment, the provisions set forth below shall control.
WHEREAS, the Vendor Contract will provide that any state, county, special district, local government,
school district, private K-12 school, technical or vocational school, higher education institution
(including community colleges, colleges and universities, both public and private), other government
agencies or non-profit organization may purchase products and services at prices indicated in the
Vendor Contract upon registering and becoming a member with TCPN; and it being further understood
that Region 4 ESC shall act as the Lead Public Agency with respect to all such purchase agreements.
WHEREAS, TCPN has the administrative and legal capacity to administer purchases on behalf of
Region 4 ESC under the Vendor Contract with participating public agencies and entities, as permitted
by applicable law.

ARTICLE 1- GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1.1 TCPN shall be afforded all of the rights, privileges and indemnifications afforded to Region 4 ESC
under the Vendor Contract, and such rights, privileges and indemnifications shall accrue and apply
with equal effect to TCPN, including, without limitation, Vendors obligation to provide insurance and
other indemnifications to Lead Public Agency.
1.2 Awarded vendor shall perform all duties, responsibilities and obligations, set forth in this agreement,
and required under the Vendor Contract.
1.3 TCPN shall perform its duties, responsibilities and obligations as administrator of purchases, set forth
in this agreement, and required under the Vendor Contract.
1.4 Purchasing procedure:
• Purchase orders are issued by participating governmental agencies to the awarded vendor
indicating on the PO “Per TCPN Contract # R 180704
”
• Vendor delivers goods/services directly to the participating agency.
• Awarded vendor invoices the participating agency directly.
• Awarded vendor receives payment directly from the participating agency.

• Awarded vendor reports sales monthly to TCPN.
1.5 Customer Support: The vendor shall provide timely and accurate technical advice and sales support
to Region 4 ESC staff, TCPN staff and participating agencies. The vendor shall respond to such
requests within one (1) working day after receipt of the request.
ARTICLE 2- ANTICIPATED TERM OF AGREEMENT
2.1 Unless otherwise stated, all contracts are for a period of three (3) years with an option to renew annually
for an additional two (2) years if agreed to by Region 4 ESC. Region 4 ESC will notify the vendor in
writing if the contract is extended. Awarded vendor shall honor all administrative fees for any sales
made based on the contact whether renewed or not.
2.2 Region 4 ESC shall review the contract prior to the renewal date and notify the current awarded vendor,
no less than ninety (90) days of Region 4 ESC’s intent renew the contract. Upon receipt of notice,
awarded vendor must notify Region 4 ESC if it elects not to renew. Awarded vendor shall honor the
administrative fee for any sales incurred throughout the life of the contract on any sales made based
on a Region 4 ESC contract whether awarded a renewal or not. Region 4 ESC reserves the right to
exercise each two-year extension annually.

ARTICLE 3- REPRESENTATIONS AND COVENANTS
3.1. Scope: This contract is based on the need to provide the economic benefits of volume purchasing and

reduction in administrative costs through cooperative purchasing to schools and other members.
Although contractors may restrict sales to certain public units (for example, state agencies or local
government units), any contract that prohibits sales from being made to public school districts may not
be considered. Sales without restriction to any Members are preferred. These types of contracts are
commonly referred to as being “piggybackable.”
3.2. Compliance: Cooperative Purchasing Agreements between TCPN and its Members have been

established under state procurement law.
3.3. Offeror’s Promise: Offeror agrees all prices, terms, warranties, and benefits granted by Offeror to

Members through this contract are comparable to or better than the equivalent terms offered by Offeror
to any present customer meeting the same qualifications or requirements.

ARTICLE 4- FORMATION OF CONTRACT
4.1. Offeror Contract Documents: Region 4 ESC will review proposed Offeror contract documents.
Vendor’s contract document shall not become part of Region 4 ESC’s contract with vendor unless and
until an authorized representative of Region 4 ESC reviews and approves it.
4.2. Form of Contract: The form of contract for this solicitation shall be the Request for Proposal, the
awarded proposal(s) and best and final offer(s), and properly issued and reviewed purchase orders
referencing the requirements of the Request for Proposals. If a firm submitting an offer requires Region
4 ESC and/or Member to sign an additional agreement, a copy of the proposed agreement must be
included with the proposal.
4.3. Entire Agreement (Parol evidence): The contract, as specified above, represents the final written
expression of agreement. All agreements are contained herein and no other agreements or
representations that materially alter it are acceptable.

4.4. Assignment of Contract: No assignment of contract may be made without the prior written approval
of Region 4 ESC. Purchase orders and payment can only be made to awarded vendor unless otherwise
approved by Region 4 ESC. Awarded vendor is required to notify Region 4 ESC when any material
change in operations is made that may adversely affect members (i.e. bankruptcy, change of
ownership, merger, etc.).
4.5. Novation: If contractor sells or transfers all assets or the entire portion of the assets used to perform
this contract, a successor in interest must guarantee to perform all obligations under this contract.
Region 4 ESC reserves the right to accept or reject any new party. A simple change of name
agreement will not change the contractual obligations of contractor.
4.6. Contract Alterations: No alterations to the terms of this contract shall be valid or binding unless
authorized and signed by a Region 4 ESC staff member.
4.7. Order of Precedence: In the event of a conflict in the provisions of the contract as accepted by Region
4 ESC, the following order of precedence shall prevail:
•
•
•
•
•

Special terms and conditions
General terms and conditions
Specifications and scope of work
Attachments and exhibits
Documents referenced or included in the solicitation

4.8 Supplemental Agreements: The entity participating in the Region 4 ESC contract and awarded
vendor may enter into a separate supplemental agreement to further define the level of service
requirements over and above the minimum defined in this contract i.e. invoice requirements, ordering
requirements, specialized delivery, etc. Any supplemental agreement developed as a result of this
contract is exclusively between the participating entity and awarded vendor. Neither Region 4 ESC,
TCPN, its agents, members and employees shall be made party to any claim for breach of such
agreement.
4.9 Adding authorized distributors/dealers: Awarded vendors are prohibited from authorizing additional
distributors or dealers, other than those identified at the time of submitting their proposal, to sell under
their contract award without notification and prior written approval from TCPN. Awarded vendors must
notify TCPN each time it wishes to add an authorized distributor or dealer. Purchase orders and
payment can only be made to awarded vendor unless otherwise approved by TCPN. Pricing provided
to members by added distributors or dealers must also be less than or equal to the pricing offered by
the awarded contract holder, unless otherwise approved by TCPN.

ARTICLE 5- TERMINATION OF CONTRACT
5.1. Cancellation for Non-Performance or Contractor Deficiency: Region 4 ESC may terminate any
contract if Members have not used the contract, or if purchase volume is determined to be low volume
in any 12-month period. Region 4 ESC reserves the right to cancel the whole or any part of this contract
due to failure by contractor to carry out any obligation, term or condition of the contract. Region 4 ESC
may issue a written deficiency notice to contractor for acting or failing to act in any of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Providing material that does not meet the specifications of the contract;
Providing work and/or material that was not awarded under the contract;
Failing to adequately perform the services set forth in the scope of work and specifications;
Failing to complete required work or furnish required materials within a reasonable amount of
time;
Failing to make progress in performance of the contract and/or giving Region 4 ESC reason
to believe that contractor will not or cannot perform the requirements of the contract; and/or
Performing work or providing services under the contract prior to receiving an authorized
purchase order from Region 4 ESC or participating member prior to such work

Upon receipt of a written deficiency notice, contractor shall have ten (10) days to provide a satisfactory
response to Region 4 ESC. Failure to adequately address all issues of concern may result in contract
cancellation. Upon cancellation under this paragraph, all goods, materials, work, documents, data and
reports prepared by contractor under the contract shall become the property of the Member on demand.
5.2

Termination for Cause: If, for any reason, the Vendor fails to fulfill its obligation in a timely manner,
or if the vendor violates any of the covenants, agreements, or stipulations of this contract Region 4
ESC reserves the right to terminate the contract immediately and pursue all other applicable remedies
afforded by law. Such termination shall be effective by delivery of notice, to the vendor, specifying the
effective date of termination. In such event, all documents, data, studies, surveys, drawings, maps,
models and reports prepared by vendor for this solicitation may become the property of the participating
agency or entity. If such event does occur, then vendor will be entitled to receive just and equitable
compensation for the satisfactory work completed on such documents.

5.3

Delivery/Service Failures: Failure to deliver goods or services within the time specified, or within a
reasonable time period as interpreted by the purchasing agent or failure to make replacements or
corrections of rejected articles/services when so requested shall constitute grounds for the contract to
be terminated. In the event that the participating agency or entity must purchase in an open market,
contractor agrees to reimburse the participating agency or entity, within a reasonable time period, for
all expenses incurred.

5.4 Force Majeure: If by reason of Force Majeure, either party hereto shall be rendered unable wholly or
in part to carry out its obligations under this Agreement then such party shall give notice and full
particulars of Force Majeure in writing to the other party within a reasonable time after occurrence of
the event or cause relied upon, and the obligation of the party giving such notice, so far as it is affected
by such Force Majeure, shall be suspended during the continuance of the inability then claimed, except
as hereinafter provided, but for no longer period, and such party shall endeavor to remove or overcome
such inability with all reasonable dispatch.
The term Force Majeure as employed herein, shall mean acts of God, strikes, lockouts, or other
industrial disturbances, act of public enemy, orders of any kind of government of the United States or
the State of Texas or any civil or military authority; insurrections; riots; epidemics; landslides; lighting;
earthquake; fires; hurricanes; storms; floods; washouts; droughts; arrests; restraint of government and
people; civil disturbances; explosions, breakage or accidents to machinery, pipelines or canals, or other
causes not reasonably within the control of the party claiming such inability. It is understood and agreed
that the settlement of strikes and lockouts shall be entirely within the discretion of the party having the
difficulty, and that the above requirement that any Force Majeure shall be remedied with all reasonable
dispatch shall not require the settlement of strikes and lockouts by acceding to the demands of the
opposing party or parties when such settlement is unfavorable in the judgment of the party having the
difficulty.
5.5 Standard Cancellation: Region 4 ESC may cancel this contract in whole or in part by providing written
notice. The cancellation will take effect 30 business days after the other party receives the notice of
cancellation. After the 30th business day all work will cease following completion of final purchase
order. Vendor may be requested to provide additional items not already on contract at any time.

ARTICLE 6- LICENSES
6.1 Duty to keep current license: Vendor shall maintain in current status all federal, state and local
licenses, bonds and permits required for the operation of the business conducted by vendor. Vendor
shall remain fully informed of and in compliance with all ordinances and regulations pertaining to the
lawful provision of services under the contract. Region 4 ESC reserves the right to stop work and/or
cancel the contract of any vendor whose license(s) expire, lapse, are suspended or terminated.

6.2 Survival Clause: All applicable software license agreements, warranties or service agreements that
were entered into between Vendor and Customer under the terms and conditions of the Contract shall
survive the expiration or termination of the Contract. All Purchase Orders issued and accepted by
Order Fulfiller shall survive expiration or termination of the Contract.

ARTICLE 7- DELIVERY PROVISIONS
7.1 Delivery: Vendor shall deliver said materials purchased on this contract to the Member issuing a
Purchase Order. Conforming product shall be shipped within 7 days of receipt of Purchase Order. If
delivery is not or cannot be made within this time period, the vendor must receive authorization from
the purchasing agency for the delayed delivery. At this point the participating entity may cancel the
order if estimated shipping time is not acceptable.
7.2 Inspection & Acceptance: If defective or incorrect material is delivered, purchasing agency may
make the determination to return the material to the vendor at no cost to the purchasing agency. The
vendor agrees to pay all shipping costs for the return shipment. Vendor shall be responsible for
arranging the return of the defective or incorrect material.

ARTICLE 8- BILLING AND REPORTING
8.1 Payments: The entity using the contract will make payments directly to the awarded vendor.
Payment shall be made after satisfactory performance, in accordance with all provisions thereof, and
upon receipt of a properly completed invoice.
8.2 Invoices: The awarded vendor shall submit invoices to the participating entity clearly stating “Per
TCPN Contract”. The shipment tracking number or pertinent information for verification shall be made
available upon request.
8.3 Tax Exempt Status: Since this is a national contract, knowing the tax laws in each state is the sole
responsibility of the vendor.
8.4 Reporting: The awarded vendor shall provide TCPN with an electronic accounting report, in a format
prescribed by TCPN, on a monthly basis summarizing all contract Sales for the applicable month.
Reports of Contract Sales for Region 4 ESC and member agencies in each calendar month shall be
provided by awarded vendor to TCPN by the 10th day of the following month. If there are no sales to
report, Vendor is still required to communicate that information via email.
Failure to provide a monthly report of the administrative fees within the time and manner specified
herein shall constitute a material breach of this contract and if not cured within thirty (30) days of written
to Awarded Vendor shall be deemed a cause for termination of the contract at Region 4 ESC’s sole
discretion.
ARTICLE 9- PRICING
9.1 Best price guarantee: The awarded vendor agrees to provide pricing to Region 4 ESC and its
participating entities that are the lowest pricing available and the pricing shall remain so throughout the
duration of the contract. Pricing offered to Federal government buying consortiums for goods and
services is exempt from this requirement. The awarded vendor, however, agrees to lower the cost of

any product purchased through TCPN following a reduction in the manufacturer or publisher's direct
cost.
9.2 Price increase: Should it become necessary or proper during the term of this contract to make any
change in design or any alterations that will increase expense Region 4 ESC must be notified
immediately. Price increases must be approved by Region 4 ESC and no payment for additional
materials or services, beyond the amount stipulated in the contract, shall be paid without prior approval.
All price increases must be supported by manufacture documentation, or a formal cost justification
letter.
Awarded vendor must honor previous prices for thirty (30) days after approval and written notification
from Region 4 ESC if requested.
It is the awarded vendor’s responsibility to keep all pricing up to date and on file with Region 4 ESC.
All price changes must be provided to Region 4 ESC, using the same format as was accepted in the
original contract.
9.3 Additional Charges: All deliveries shall be freight prepaid, F.O.B. destination and shall be included in
all pricing offered unless otherwise clearly stated in writing.
9.4 Price reduction and adjustment: Price reduction may be offered at any time during contract and shall
become effective upon notice of acceptance from Region 4 ESC. Special, time-limited reductions are
permissible under the following conditions: 1) reduction is available to all Members equally; 2) reduction
is for a specific time period, normally not less than thirty (30) days; 3) original price is not exceeded
after the time-limit; and 4) Region 4 ESC has approved the new prices prior to any offer of the prices
to a Member. Vendor shall offer Region 4 ESC any published price reduction during the contract period.
9.5 Prevailing Wage: It shall be the responsibility of the Vendor to comply, when applicable, with the
prevailing wage legislation in effect in the jurisdiction of the purchaser (Region 4 ESC or its Members).
It shall further be the responsibility of the Vendor to monitor the prevailing wage rates as established
by the appropriate department of labor for any increase in rates during the term of this contract and
adjust wage rates accordingly.
9.6 Administrative Fees: All pricing submitted to Region 4 ESC shall include the administrative fee to be
remitted to TCPN by the awarded vendor.
The awarded vendor agrees to pay administrative fees monthly to TCPN in the amount of 3% of the
total purchase amount paid to awarded vendor, less refunds, credits on returns, rebates and discounts,
for the sale of products and/or services to Region 4 ESC and member agencies pursuant to the contract
(as amended from time to time and including any renewal thereof) ("Contract Sales").
Administrative fee payments are to accompany the contract monthly sales report by the 10th day of the
following month, in the amount indicated on the report as being due. Administrative fee payments are
to be paid by the awarded vendor via Automated Clearing House to a TCPN designated financial
institution.
Failure to provide a monthly payment of the administrative fees within the time and manner specified
herein shall constitute a material breach of the contract and if not cured within thirty (30) day of written
notice to awarded vendor shall be deemed a cause for termination of the contract, at Region 4 ESC’s
sole discretion.
All administrative fees not paid when due shall bear interest at a rate equal to the lesser of 1 ½% per
month or the maximum rate permitted by law until paid in full.

ARTICLE 10- PRICING AUDIT
10.1 Audit rights: Vendor shall, at Vendor’s sole expense, maintain appropriate due diligence of all
purchases made by Region 4 ESC and any entity that utilizes this Agreement. TCPN and Region 4
ESC each reserve the right to audit the accounting for a period of three (3) years from the time such
purchases are made. This audit right shall survive termination of this Agreement for a period of one (1)

year from the effective date of termination. In the State of New Jersey, this audit right shall survive
termination of this Agreement for a period of five (5) years from the date of final payment. Such records
shall be made available to the New Jersey Office of the State Comptroller upon request. Region 4 ESC
shall have the authority to conduct random audits of Vendor’s pricing that is offered to eligible entities
at Region 4 ESC's sole cost and expense. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event that Region 4
ESC is made aware of any pricing being offered to eligible agencies that is materially inconsistent with
the pricing under this agreement, Region 4 ESC shall have the ability to conduct an extensive audit of
Vendor’s pricing at Vendor’s sole cost and expense. Region 4 ESC may conduct the audit internally or
may engage a third-party auditing firm. In the event of an audit, the requested materials shall be
provided in the format and at the location designated by Region 4 ESC or TCPN.
ARTICLE 11- OFFEROR PRODUCT LINE REQUIREMENTS
11.1 Current products: Proposals shall be for materials and equipment in current production and marketed
to the general public and education/government agencies at the time the proposal is submitted.
11.2 Discontinued products: If a product or model is discontinued by the manufacturer, vendor may
substitute a new product or model if the replacement product meets or exceeds the specifications and
performance of the discontinued model and if the discount is the same or greater than the discontinued
model.
11.3 New products/Services: New products and/or services that meet the scope of work may be added to
the contract. Pricing shall be equivalent to the percentage discount for other products. Vendor may
replace or add product lines to an existing contract if the line is replacing or supplementing products
on contract, is equal or superior to the original products offered, is discounted in a similar or to a greater
degree, and if the products meet the requirements of the solicitation. No products and/or services may
be added to avoid competitive procurement requirements. Region 4 ESC may require additions to be
submitted with documentation from Members demonstrating an interest in, or a potential requirement
for, the new product or service. Region 4 ESC may reject any additions without cause.
11.4 Options: Optional equipment for products under contract may be added to the contract at the time they
become available under the following conditions: 1) the option is priced at a discount similar to other
options; 2) the option is an enhancement to the unit that improves performance or reliability.
11.5 Product line: Offerors with a published catalog may submit the entire catalog. Region 4 ESC reserves
the right to select products within the catalog for award without having to award all contents. Region 4
ESC may reject any addition of equipment options without cause.
11.6 Warranty conditions: All supplies, equipment and services shall include manufacturer's minimum
standard warranty and one (1) year labor warranty unless otherwise agreed to in writing.
11.7 Buy American requirement: (for New Jersey and all other applicable States) Vendors may only use
unmanufactured construction material mined or produced in the United States, as required by the Buy
American Act. Where trade agreements apply, to the extent permitted by applicable law, then
unmanufactured construction material mined or produced in a designated country may also be used.
Vendors are required to check state specific requirements to ensure compliance with this requirement.
ARTICLE 12- SITE REQUIREMENTS
12.1 Cleanup: Vendor shall clean up and remove all debris and rubbish resulting from their work as required
or directed by Member. Upon completion of the work, the premises shall be left in good repair and an
orderly, neat, clean and unobstructed condition.
12.2 Preparation: Vendor shall not begin a project for which Member has not prepared the site, unless
vendor does the preparation work at no cost, or until Member includes the cost of site preparation in a
purchase order. Site preparation includes, but is not limited to: moving furniture, installing wiring for
networks or power, and similar pre-installation requirements.

12.3 Registered sex offender restrictions: For work to be performed at schools, vendor agrees that no
employee or employee of a subcontractor who has been adjudicated to be a registered sex offender
will perform work at any time when students are or are reasonably expected to be present. Vendor
agrees that a violation of this condition shall be considered a material breach and may result in the
cancellation of the purchase order at the Member’s discretion. Vendor must identify any additional
costs associated with compliance of this term. If no costs are specified, compliance with this term will
be provided at no additional charge.
12.4 Safety measures: Vendor shall take all reasonable precautions for the safety of employees on the
worksite, and shall erect and properly maintain all necessary safeguards for protection of workers and
the public. Vendor shall post warning signs against all hazards created by its operation and work in
progress. Proper precautions shall be taken pursuant to state law and standard practices to protect
workers, general public and existing structures from injury or damage.
12.5 Smoking: Persons working under the contract shall adhere to local smoking policies. Smoking will
only be permitted in posted areas or off premises.
12.6 Stored materials: Upon prior written agreement between the vendor and Member, payment may be
made for materials not incorporated in the work but delivered and suitably stored at the site or some
other location, for installation at a later date. An inventory of the stored materials must be provided to
Member prior to payment. Such materials must be stored and protected in a secure location, and be
insured for their full value by the vendor against loss and damage. Vendor agrees to provide proof of
coverage and/or addition of Member as an additional insured upon Member’s request. Additionally, if
stored offsite, the materials must also be clearly identified as property of buying Member and be
separated from other materials. Member must be allowed reasonable opportunity to inspect and take
inventory of stored materials, on or offsite, as necessary.
Until final acceptance by the Member, it shall be the Vendor's responsibility to protect all materials and
equipment. The Vendor warrants and guarantees that title for all work, materials and equipment shall
pass to the Member upon final acceptance.
ARTICLE 13- MISCELLANEOUS
13.1 Funding Out Clause: Any/all contracts exceeding one (1) year shall include a standard “funding out”
clause. A contract for the acquisition, including lease, of real or personal property is a commitment of
the entity’s current revenue only, provided the contract contains either or both of the following
provisions:
“Retains to the entity the continuing right to terminate the contract at the expiration of each budget
period during the term of the contract and is conditioned on a best effort attempt by the entity to obtain
appropriate funds for payment of the contract.”
13.2 Disclosures: Offeror affirms that he/she has not given, offered to give, nor intends to give at any time
hereafter any economic opportunity, future employment, gift, loan, gratuity, special discount, trip, favor
or service to a public servant in connection with this contract.
Include a complete description of any and all relationships that might be considered a conflict of interest
in doing business with participants in TCPN.
The Offeror affirms that, to the best of his/her knowledge, the offer has been arrived at independently,
and is submitted without collusion with anyone to obtain information or gain any favoritism that would
in any way limit competition or give an unfair advantage over other vendors in the award of this contract.
13.3 Indemnity: The awarded vendor shall protect, indemnify, and hold harmless both Region 4 ESC and
TCPN and its participants, administrators, employees and agents against all claims, damages, losses
and expenses arising out of or resulting from the actions of the vendor, vendor employees or vendor
subcontractors in the preparation of the solicitation and the later execution of the contract, including

any supplemental agreements with members. Any litigation involving either Region 4 ESC or TCPN,
its administrators and employees and agents will be in Harris County, Texas. Any litigation involving
TCPN members shall be in the jurisdiction of the participating agency.
13.4 Franchise Tax: The Offeror hereby certifies that he/she is not currently delinquent in the payment of
any franchise taxes.
13.5 Marketing: Awarded vendor agrees to allow Region 4 ESC/TCPN to use their name and logo within
website, marketing materials and advertisement. Any use of TCPN name and logo or any form of
publicity, inclusive of press releases, regarding this contract by awarded vendor must have prior
approval from TCPN.
13.6 Certificates of Insurance: Certificates of insurance shall be delivered to the Region 4 ESC participant
prior to commencement of work. The insurance company shall be licensed in the applicable state in
which work is being conducted. The awarded vendor shall give the participating entity a minimum of
ten (10) days’ notice prior to any modifications or cancellation of policies. The awarded vendor shall
require all subcontractors performing any work to maintain coverage as specified.
13.7 Legal Obligations: It is the Offeror’s responsibility to be aware of and comply with all local, state, and
federal laws governing the sale of products/services identified in this RFP and any awarded contract
and shall comply with all while fulfilling the RFP. Applicable laws and regulation must be followed even
if not specifically identified herein.
13.8 Open Records Policy: Because Region 4 ESC contracts are awarded by a governmental entity,
responses submitted are subject to release as public information after contracts are executed. If a
vendor believes that its response, or parts of its response, may be exempted from disclosure, the
vendor must specify page-by-page and line-by-line the parts of the response, which it believes, are
exempt. In addition, the Offeror must specify which exception(s) are applicable and provide detailed
reasons to substantiate the exception(s).
Offeror must provide this information on the
“Acknowledgement and Acceptance of Region 4 ESC’s Open Records Policy” form found at the
beginning of this solicitation. Any information that is unmarked will be considered public information
and released, if requested under the Public Information Act.
The determination of whether information is confidential and not subject to disclosure is the duty of the
Office of Attorney General (OAG). Region 4 ESC must provide the OAG sufficient information to render
an opinion and therefore, vague and general claims to confidentiality by the Offeror are not
acceptable. Region 4 ESC must comply with the opinions of the OAG. Region 4 ESC assumes no
responsibility for asserting legal arguments on behalf of any vendor. Offeror is advised to consult with
their legal counsel concerning disclosure issues resulting from this procurement process and to take
precautions to safeguard trade secrets and other proprietary information.
After completion of award, these documents will be available for public inspection.

VENDOR CONTRACT SIGNATURE FORM
The undersigned hereby proposes and agrees to furnish goods and/or services in strict compliance with the tenns,
specifications and conditions at the prices proposed within response unless noted in writing. The undersigned
funhcr certifies that he/she is an officer of the company and has authority to negotiate and bind the company
named below and has not prepared this proposal in collusion with any other Offeror and that the contents of this
proposal as to prices, terms or conditions of said proposal have not been communicated by the undersigned nor
by any employee or agent to any person engaged in this type of business prior to the official opening of this
proposal.
Prices are guaranteed: 120 days
Company name
Address
City/State/Zip
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Accepted by The Cooperative Purchasing Network:
Term of contract
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Revised Term: Unless otherwise stated, all contracts arc for a period of one (1) year with an option to renew annually for an
additional four (4) years if agreed to by Region 4 ESC and the awarded vendor. Awarded vendor shall honor all administrati · fees fi
y sales made based on a contract whether renewed or not.
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Appendix D:
GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS ACCEPTANCE FORM
Signature on Vendor Contract Signature form certifies complete acceptance of the General
Terms and Conditions in this solicitation, except as noted below (additional pages may be
attached, if necessary).
Check one of the following responses to the General Terms and Conditions:
We take no exceptions/deviations to the general terms and conditions
(Note: If none are listed below, it is understood that no exceptions/deviations are taken.)
We take the following exceptions/deviations to the general terms and conditions. All
exceptions/deviations must be clearly explained. Reference the corresponding general
terms and conditions that you are taking exceptions/deviations to. Clearly state if you
are adding additional terms and conditions to the general terms and conditions. Provide
details on your exceptions/deviations below:
(Note: Unacceptable exceptions shall remove your proposal from consideration for
award. Region 4 ESC shall be the sole judge on the acceptance of
exceptions/deviations and the decision shall be final.)
Section/Page

Term, Condition, or
Specification

Exception/Deviation

9.1

MFN Pricing

Delete

Limitation of
Liability

Limitation of LIability

Add clause below*

Region 4
Accepts

*In no event shall either party be liable hereunder for any consequential,
special, incidental, punitive or indirect damages of any kind, or for lost
profits, data or business, even if the other party has been advised of the
possibility of such loss or damages. Except for payment obligations under this
Agreement, each party's liability hereunder shall be limited to direct damages
and shall in no event exceed, in the aggregate, the fees actually paid for
Services pursuant to thIS AGREEMENT.

VENDOR CONTRACT SIGNATURE FORM
The undersigned hereby proposes and agrees to furnish goods and/or services in strict compliance
with the terms, specifications and conditions at the prices proposed within response unless noted in
writing. The undersigned further certifies that he/she is an officer of the company and has authority to
negotiate and bind the company named below and has not prepared this proposal in collusion with any
other Offeror and that the contents of this proposal as to prices, terms or conditions of said proposal
have not been communicated by the undersigned nor by any employee or agent to any person engaged
in this type of business prior to the official opening of this proposal.
Prices are guaranteed: 120 days
Company name
Address

LIONBRIDGE GLOBAL SOLUTIONS II, INC.
1050 WINTER STREET, SUITE 2300

City/State/Zip

WALTHAM, MA, 02451

Telephone No.

7818012929

Fax No.
Email address

JOHN.DRUGAN@LIONBRIDGE.COM

Printed name

JOHN DRUGAN

Position with company GOVERNMENT SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Authorized signature
Accepted by The Cooperative Purchasing Network:
Term of contract

to

Unless otherwise stated, all contracts are for a period of three (3) years with an option to renew annually
for an additional two (2) years if agreed to by Region 4 ESC and the awarded vendor. Awarded vendor
shall honor all administrative fees for any sales made based on a contract whether renewed or not.
Region 4 ESC Authorized Board Member

Date

Print Name

Region 4 ESC Authorized Board Member
Print Name
TCPN Contract Number

Date

Appendix E:
QUESTIONNAIRE
organization, structure and processes for providing products and services.
1. States Covered
Offeror must indicate any and all states where products and services can be offered.
Please indicate the price co-efficient for each state if it varies. (If applicable)
50 States & District of Columbia (Selecting this box is equal to checking all boxes below)
Alabama
Montana
Alaska
Nebraska
Arizona
Nevada
Arkansas
New Hampshire
California
New Jersey
Colorado
New Mexico
Connecticut
New York
Delaware
North Carolina
North Dakota
District of Columbia
Florida
Ohio
Georgia
Oklahoma
Hawaii
Oregon
Idaho
Pennsylvania
Illinois
Rhode Island
Indiana
South Carolina
Iowa
South Dakota
Kansas
Tennessee
Kentucky
Texas **
Louisiana
Utah
Maine
Vermont
Maryland
Virginia
Massachusetts
Washington
Michigan
West Virginia
Minnesota
Wisconsin
Mississippi
Wyoming
Missouri
Territories & Outlying Areas (Selecting this box is equal to checking all boxes below)
American Samoa
Federated States of Micronesia
Guam
Midway Islands

Northern Marina Islands
Puerto Rico
U.S. Virgin Islands

**Certification Levels for the State of Texas: Public School - a minimum of BEI certification level
Basic, BEI Level 1, or RID certification; Professional Development a minimum of BEI certification
Level Advanced, or BEI Level 3
2. Diversity Programs
Do you currently have a diversity program or any diversity partners that you do business
Yes
No
with?

If the answer is yes, do you plan to offer your program or partnership through TCPN?
Yes
No
(If the answer is yes, attach a statement detailing the structure of your program, along with a list of
your diversity alliances and a copy of their certifications.)

Will the products accessible through your diversity program or partnership be
offered to TCPN members at the same pricing offered by your company?
Yes
No
(If answer is no, attach a statement detailing how pricing for participants would be calculated.)

3.

Minority and Women Business Enterprise (M/WBE) and (HUB) Participation
It is the policy of some entities participating in TCPN to involve minority and women
business enterprises (MWBE), small and/or disadvantaged business enterprises, disabled veteran
business enterprises, historically underutilized businesses (HUB) and other diversity recognized
businesses in the purchase of goods and services. Offerors shall indicate below whether or not they
hold certification in any of the classified areas and include proof of such certification with their
response.
Not Applicable to this solicitation.
a. Minority Women Business Enterprise
Offeror certifies that this firm is an M/WBE

Yes

No

List certifying agency: _______________________________________________
b. Small Business Enterprise (SBE) or Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
Offeror certifies that this firm is a SBE or DBE

Yes

No

List certifying agency: _______________________________________________
c. Disabled Veterans Business Enterprise (DVBE)
Offeror certifies that this firm is a DVBE

Yes

No

List certifying agency: __________________________________________________
d. Historically Underutilized Businesses (HUB)
Offeror certifies that this firm is a HUB

Yes

No

List certifying agency: _______________________________________________
e. Historically Underutilized Business Zone Enterprise (HUB Zone)
Offeror certifies that this firm is a HUB Zone
Yes

No

List certifying agency: _______________________________________________
f. Other
Offeror certifies that this firm is a recognized diversity
certificate holder

Yes

No

List certifying agency: _______________________________________________
4.

Residency
Waltham
MA
__________,State
of ___.

5.

Felony Conviction Notice
Please check applicable box:
A publicly held corporation; therefore, this reporting requirement is not applicable.
Is not owned or operated by anyone who has been convicted of a felony.
Is owned or operated by the following individual(s) who has/have been convicted of a
felony.
*If the third (3rd) box is checked, a detailed explanation of the names and convictions must be
attached.

6.

Processing Information
Company contact for:
Contract Management
JOHN DRUGAN
Contact Person: __________________________________________
SALES REP
Title: GOVERNMENT
___________________________________________________
LIONBRIDGE GLOBAL SOLUTIONS II, INC.
Company: _______________________________________________
1050 WINTER STREET, SUITE 2300
Address: ________________________________________________
WALTHAM
MA
City: ___________________
State: _____________
Zip: 02451
Phone: 7818012929
Fax:

Email: JOHN.DRUGAN@LIONBRIDGE.COM
Billing & Reporting/Accounts Payable
SEE ABOVE
Contact Person: __________________________________________

Title: ___________________________________________________
Company: _______________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________
City: ___________________ State: _____________ Zip:
Phone:

Fax:

Email:

Marketing
SEE ABOVE
Contact Person: __________________________________________

Title: ___________________________________________________
Company: _______________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________
City: ___________________ State: _____________ Zip:
Phone:
Email:

Fax:

7.

Distribution Channel:
Manufacturer direct

Certified education/government reseller

Authorized distributor

Manufacturer marketing through reseller
ALL OPI SERVICES ARE PROVIDED THROUGH LIONBRIDGE
Other __________________________

Value-added reseller
8.

on in the distribution channel:

Pricing Information
In addition to the current typical unit pricing furnished herein, the Vendor agrees to offer all
future product introductions at prices that are proportionate to Contract Pricing.
Yes

No

(If answer is no, attach a statement detailing how pricing for participants would be calculated.)

Pricing submitted includes the required administrative fee?

Yes

No

Yes

No

(Fee calculated based on invoice price to customer)

Additional discounts for purchase of a guaranteed quantity?
9.

Cooperatives
List any other cooperative or state contracts currently held or in the process of securing:
Cooperative/State Agency

SEE ATTACHED FOR LIST OF STATE CONTRACTS

Discount
Offered

Expires

Annual Sales
Volume

Appendix F: Lionbridge Company Profile
1. Lionbridge’s Official Company Name
Lionbridge’s official registered name bidding under this RFP is Lionbridge Global Solutions II, Inc.
(“Lionbridge”).

2. Brief History of Lionbridge
As a $600M per-year corporation that has been in the language service industry for the last 30 years,
Lionbridge has the financial stability, vast depth of resources, and requisite experience to support TCPN with
the telephonic interpretation services described in the RFP. Lionbridge is consistently recognized in the
language service industry for our high caliber of services, including being ranked as the #1 language service
provider by Common Sense Advisory for the past 4 years and was named as one of Forbes Magazine’s Most
Trusted Companies for both 2015 and 2016.
For the last 30 years, government entities on the state, local, and federal level have trusted Lionbridge to be
its provider of over the phone interpretation services including the U.S. Department of Homeland Security,
Internal Revenue Service, the Department of Justice, and through statewide agreements with Georgia,
Massachusetts, Virginia, Wisconsin, and Arizona.

3. Company’s DUNS Number
Lionbridge’s DUNS # is 13-426-5938.
Lionbridge’s Federal Tax ID is 22-2696931

4. Lionbridge’s Corporate Headquarters
Lionbridge’s corporate headquarters is located in Waltham, Massachusetts.

5. Total Number of Salespeople Within Lionbridge
The individual responsible for marketing, sales, and onboarding of new clients under a TCPN agreement will
be John Drugan. John is located in Boston Massachusetts and will work from the Waltham office of
Lionbridge. Lionbridge has a sales staff of over 100 nationwide, and all salespeople will be educated on the
services offered through TCPN.

6. Number of Lionbridge Offices Serving TCPN
Lionbridge’s telephonic interpretations unit currently utilizes the services of over 2,400 interpreters located
within the United States. All Lionbridge telephonic interpreters are trained to work from secure remote
virtual call centers. Additional information regarding our virtual call centers is provided in Appendix B.

6.1.

Key Contacts Responsible for Executing Contract

The individuals below will be responsible for the management and quality assurance of Lionbridge’s
telephonic interpretation services provided to TCPN. Information regarding Lionbridge’s interpreter
qualifications, training, and certification process is found on Appendix B.

This proposal contains trade secrets and proprietary and exempt information under the Public Information Act, and distribution or disclosure is
prohibited. A redacted copy has been provided.
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David Clegg
Job title and years of employment with Lionbridge: Senior Program Manager, DOJ Operations Manager,
Program Manager, Senior Project Coordinator, Regional Project Coordinator/ 10 Years
Role in connection with the contract: Program Manager. Point of contact for questions regarding service,
billing, invoicing, training, or complaints.
Educational Background: Bachelor of Arts: Spanish and Economics, Georgetown University
Dedicated program manager with 8 years of experience, including 6 in a management role, providing multifaceted language services for large Federal language contracts. Achieved very high levels of language order
accommodation (99% +) for recent contract with DOJ-EOIR despite a growing influx of rare language
requests, in particular for rarely interpreted indigenous languages from Central America and Africa. Existing
MBI background investigations with both DOJ and DHS.
Alexandra Ben Othman
Job title and years of employment with Lionbridge: Senior Director, Sales and Operations/17 years
Role in connection with the contract: Oversees compliance and high quality performance on all aspects of the
contract

Educational background: B.A., University of Pennsylvania, Art History and French; M.A., Georgetown
University, International Affairs
Relevant experience, certifications, and/or merits: Ms. Ben Othman has 17 years of experience in the
language services industry, holding a variety of coordinator and supervisor roles before moving into work as a
Project Manager, Solution Architect, Business Unit Manager, Director of Operations, and Senior Director of
Sales and Operations. She has leveraged her significant experience working with interpreters and customers
across all market verticals to streamline workflows, enact process improvement/optimization measures,
develop/acquire new technology portfolios, and drive new business into the Lionbridge organization. Ms.
Ben Othman uses her thorough operational knowledge to ensure that each team under her direction delivers
the service quality required to meet the mission-critical needs of Lionbridge customers. Program Manager,
David Clegg, reports directly to Ms. Ben Othman.
Rebecca Randall
Job title and years of employment with Lionbridge: Telephonic Operations Manager/15 years
Role in connection with the contract: Telephonic Operations Manager. Oversees the day to day operations
and delivery of the contract for the customer.
Educational background: BA in Spanish from St. Mary’s College of MD
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Relevant experience, certifications, and/or merits: Ms. Randall has provided telephonic operational
managerial support for the past 15 years for Lionbridge. In her role as the Telephonic Operations Manager,
Ms. Randall oversees the telephony system infrastructure and corresponding operator and linguist support
personnel, ensuring that all customers, including Alameda County, receive optimal call fulfillment, interpreter
quality, and system uptime experiences. Throughout her years with the Lionbridge organization, Ms. Randall
has received multiple Lionbridge Employee Recognition Awards, a testament to her diligent service on behalf
of both internal and external customers.
Alair (Allie) Fritz
Job title and years of employment with Lionbridge: Resource Manager/6 years
Role in connection with the contract: Directs teams responsible for all parts of the linguist onboarding and
quality control processes, including sourcing, language assessment, and call monitoring.
Educational background: BA in French and Comparative Literature from the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill; MAT (Master of Arts in Teaching) in Secondary English Education from American University.
Relevant experience, certifications, and/or merits: Ms. Fritz served as Recruitment Team Lead and Security
Manager at Lionbridge before progressing to her current role as Resource Manager. As Resource Manager,
Ms. Fritz collaborates closely with Program Manager to ensure adequate numbers of available interpreter
resources in languages currently requested. Additionally, Ms. Fritz and Mr. Clegg engage in regular
trendspotting/data analytics to ensure that Lionbridge, and by extension its customers, are meeting the
demands of any new and emerging language trends. Ms. Fritz holds a MBI background check approved by
DHS and DOJ. She has 5 years’ experience as e-QIP administrator—initiations, reviews, releases. Ms. Fritz
presented at the American Translators Association Annual Conference 2013, 2014, and 2015 and co-authored
an article on federal background investigations for the ATA Chronicle, November/December 2014 edition.
Jose Gonzalez-Sanchez
Job title and years of employment with Lionbridge: Quality Assurance Manager/2 years
Role in connection with the contract: Quality Assurance Manager, overseeing implementation of quality
monitoring and training and professional development of interpreters
Educational background: Catholic University of Caracas, Venezuela, with a degree in Teaching
Relevant experience, certifications, and/or merits: Mr. Gonzalez-Sanchez worked as a freelance interpreter
for Lionbridge for 6 years, before joining the staff in the QA Manager capacity. During those years, he
provided interpretation services for more than 3,000 cases in the immigration courts, which are under the
auspices of the Executive Office of Immigration Review, a division of the U.S. Department of Justice. Mr.
Gonzalez-Sanchez also provided interpretation services through Lionbridge for other customers within the
domains of medical interpretation, labor/licensing regulation, and juvenile services, among others. Mr.
Gonzalez-Sanchez has been working in the field of interpretation since 1989, and in his current QA Manger
role, he oversees Lionbridge’s call monitoring program, ensuring that all Lionbridge customers receive a topquality interpretation experience through live monitoring of hundreds of calls on a daily basis.
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7. Additional Contacts from Lionbridge
Lionbridge’s Government Sales Representative, John Drugan, will be responsible for the sales, sales support
and marketing of an agreement between TCPN and Lionbridge Technologies.
•
•
•

John Drugan
978.964.9550
John.Drugan@Lionbridge.

Lionbridge’s Program Manager, David Clegg, will be responsible for financial reporting and executive
support/account management under an agreement between Lionbridge and TCPN.
•
•
•

David Clegg
202.747.1203
David.Clegg@Lionbridge.com

Resumes of both individuals are attached. See below for full organizational chart of Lionbridge’s government
management and sales support team.

8. Lionbridge Standard Terms of Payment
Lionbridge operates on net30 terms of payment. Lionbridge accepts payment through EFT, check, or credit
card.

9. Lionbridge’s Competition in the Marketplace
Growing at over 17% year over year within the telephonic interpretation industry, Lionbridge continues to
see competition from Language Line, Propio, Linguistica, Voiance, Transperfect and Lingualinx.
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10.Estimated Overall Sales for Previous Three Years
Lionbridge Technologies has generated over $600M worth of revenue annually for the last 3 years.

11.Estimated Public Sector Sales (Excluding Federal Government)
In the last three years, Lionbridge has expanded into the state and local level of government. Lionbridge now
holds statewide contracts for the provision of telephonic interpretation with the states of Georgia, Virginia,
Massachusetts, Arizona, and Wisconsin that total over $1M in revenue annually.

12.What is your strategy to increase market share?
Lionbridge offers high quality services at a competitive rate, with program management and breadth of
languages that distinguish us from our competitors. We leverage our experience and contacts within the
industry to reach out to potential users through personal contact and digital marketing tools.

13.The Lionbridge Difference from Competition
Lionbridge Technologies has been an industry leader in the language service industry for the past 30 years
and has the requisite experience and resources needed to execute the entire scope of work as described in
the RFP. During the last 30+ years, Lionbridge has consistently proven to our customers why we are the most
trusted partner to provide telephonic interpretation services.
Savings over our Competitors: Lionbridge provides its telephonic interpretation clients with top-tier
resources and a superior customer experience. Our interpretation services can save TCPN customers money
over other potential providers by both our competitive pricing, and by reducing the time needed to complete
an interpreted call. We do this by having quick connections to languages via an IVR menu (detailed further
below), knowledgeable live operator support, exceptional call quality, and efficient program management
support.
Single Point of Contact Program Management: Lionbridge’s operations are centered on excellent customer
service for our government clients. Lionbridge will provide a dedicated Program Manager as a single point of
contact for TCPN customers for any questions regarding training, billing, invoicing, complaints, or service
issues. Our clients receive the full stability and resources of a large company, and our program managers act
as small business managers, providing laser-like focus on customer satisfaction and delivery of high quality
services.
Technology and customer care: Lionbridge prides itself on our responsiveness to our customers and their
needs. Supporting our Program Management’s efforts is Lionbridge’s robust technology which provides realtime information on our performance. Our Customer Care Database (CCDB) gives management detailed
insight into our performance and our customer’s level of satisfaction, as well as provides a way to track and
verify that concerns receive effective and timely responses. Customer comments are viewed from the
Program Management level all the way up to the executive suite.
Depth of Qualified Resources: Lionbridge’s pool of thousands of qualified linguists means that TCPN
customers are fully capable of expanding use of our services without a concern that your OPI provider can’t
keep pace. Lionbridge’s in-house recruiting team works in conjunction with your dedicated Lionbridge
Program Manager to ensure that your organization has the adequate resources ready for your calls.
Lionbridge interpreters have worked for us for an average of 5.5 years, and 43% of our interpreters have
worked for us for five years or more.
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Industry Leading Telephony Platform: The platform on which Lionbridge provides our telephonic
interpretation has proven to be capable of providing the same level of reliability regardless of any natural
disaster, surge in volume or sudden increase in demand. As we describe in the section above, the Lionbridge
telephony platform has a historical uptime of over 99.9% and we have a proven ability to withstand any
sudden surge in volume from our clients.

14.

Ordering Process for Lionbridge/TCPN Customers

Under an agreement between Lionbridge and TCPN, the ordering process for Lionbridge’s services would be
seamless. In order for any TCPN client or partner to begin receiving Lionbridge’s telephonic interpretation
services, they must first reach out to the Lionbridge’s contract manager (David Clegg or John Drugan) over
the phone or email. Either David or John will provide a fillable TCPN order form which requests information
including billing address, required access PINs, anticipated volume, language mix, reporting needs, etc.
Once completed and returned to Lionbridge, our operations team will have a more clear idea of how to meet
the telephonic interpretation needs of that particular TCPN partner. Please see below for an example of how
this order form would look.

15.

Lionbridge Customer Service Department

Lionbridge will be assigning Program Manager David Clegg, with nearly 10 years worth of experience
managing similar contracts on the state and federal level of government, to manage a contract between
Lionbridge and TCPN. David will be available to answer any question regarding service-related issues,
invoices, or respond to any complaint during business hours. More information about David’s roles and
responsibilities is found on Appendix B.
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Outside of business hours, TCPN will have access to Lionbridge’s operators who will be available 24/7/365 to
respond to any question regarding service related issues.

16.

Lionbridge Litigation, Bankruptcy, or Reorganization.

Lionbridge is not presently, nor has it been involved in any litigation, bankruptcy, or reorganization.
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Marketing / Sales
17.Lionbridge Marketing Plan
Lionbridge will work with TCPN to execute the marketing steps below in addition to our marketing plan
described in this section.
o A co-branded press release within first 30 days
o Announcement of award through any applicable social media sites
o Direct mail campaigns
o Co-branded collateral pieces
o Advertisement of contract in regional or national publications
o Participation in trade shows
o Dedicated TCPN and Region 4 ESC internet web-based homepage with:
▪ TCPN and Region 4 ESC Logo
▪ Link to TCPN and Region 4 ESC website
▪ Summary of contract and services offered
▪ Due Diligence Documents including; copy of solicitation, copy of contract and any
▪ amendments, marketing materials

18.Demonstrating the Benefits of TCPN/Lionbridge Agreement
The first step in marketing a statewide contract between Lionbridge and TCPN will be to create a brief twopage educational “Contract Guide” that introduces procurement and purchasing officials to Lionbridge, our
telephonic interpretations contract with TCPN, the services/rates offered, the process to ordering services,
and the benefits of utilizing the agreement. The Lionbridge management team has created and utilized
similar government contract user guides on our statewide contracts in Georgia, Massachusetts, Virginia, and
several more.
Please see below for an example of the Lionbridge statewide contract guide for our contract with the State of
Georgia.
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19.Lionbridge Marketing Plan
Following the creation of Lionbridge’s statewide contract user guide above, Lionbridge will publish this
material on both Lionbridge’s and TCPN’s websites. Additionally, the TCPN contract, Lionbridge’s redacted
proposal or similar document, offered pricing, and our available language list will be made available here as
well. This will allow for procurement officers who are actively seeking these services, or is aware of an
existing contract, to read about how Lionbridge can meet their needs.
Additionally, Lionbridge will direct contact campaigns through email and phone to state agency, department,
and local municipality procurement officers throughout Texas and across the country. The purpose of this is
not to solicit, but to introduce Lionbridge, our company history, and the services we offer under the TCPN
contract.

20. 90 Day Implementation Plan
Our 90 day marketing plan is described above. Lionbridge will work with TCPN to understand potential users
of the contract so that we are adequately prepared to reach out to the appropriate contacts.
Lionbridge’s government team has executed this plan before in Georgia, Massachusetts, and others. Please
see below case study in question 24 for our case study.

21.Training National Salesforce
Lionbridge’s government team will offer an internal seminar or training session to education Lionbridge
salespeople on our TCPN contract and provide information material on Lionbridge’s internal websites.
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22.Acknowledgment that Lionbridge Agrees to Provide Logo(s) to TCPN
Acknowledged.

23.Anticipated Revenue
$50,000 in year one
$100,000 in year two
$200,000 in year three
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Administration
24.Lionbridge Case Study with Cooperative Purchasing Agreement
In September of 2016, Lionbridge was awarded a statewide contract (PRF-63) in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts for telephonic interpretation services. This award was made to Lionbridge and 10 other
vendors to provide language interpretation and translation services to any government entity throughout the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Under this contract, vendors were allowed to introduce, solicit, and
provide quotes for these services to any government body throughout the Commonwealth.
The task of expanding Lionbridge’s offered services under PRF-63 faced several obstacles. A majority of
Massachusetts agencies, departments, and municipalities were already under their own contracts to receive
these services from non PRF-63 vendors. Additionally, Lionbridge also faced competition from 10 other
vendors on PRF-63 that were similarly tasked with expanding their services throughout the Commonwealth.
In spite of these obstacles, Lionbridge’s government team was able to connect and meet with procurement
officials throughout the Commonwealth, introduce the statewide contract, learn more about their language
needs, and explain how we could meet these needs through PRF-63. As it stands today, Lionbridge’s team has
been able to create partnerships and sign contracts with over 15 different municipalities, executive agencies,
and government entities throughout Massachusetts which should generate over $150K annually.

25.Reporting Capability of Lionbridge
During the on-boarding process, Lionbridge’s Program Manager David Clegg will meet with the TCPN
executive team to determine the best report that they would like to receive on a routine basis. These reports
can include any number of data including language, minutes interpreted, connection time, fulfillment rate,
charges, etc. Examples of these reports are included in our submission.
In addition to providing any number of usage reports, Lionbridge also provides our clients with the capability
to pull usage and data themselves if needed. As part of the Lionbridge service package, clients have access to
InterpBridge, an online client web-portal. Providing a user-friendly experience, InterpBridge enables
customers to manage their accounts with Lionbridge 24/7/365.
Examples of these reports are attached.

26.Lionbridge’s Capability to Generate Management Reports
As a fully integrated portal, InterpBridge has extensive reporting capabilities. TCPN will have self-service
access to comprehensive analysis of usage data, a variety of search and report features, and multiple options
for providing feedback. Content of reports may include data summaries by user, division, or organization, as
well as call details such as language, date, time, requestor, connect time, and length of call.
The requisite data is fed into the reporting system directly from our telephony platform and call management
system, and due to the IT system-wide protocols in place, the information contained within the reports
cannot be manually adjusted or altered. Thus, while the reports are query-able on a variety of parameters
such as particular contact, division, date, spend across a particular language, etc., the integrity of the data
contained in the reports is protected and locked by a stringent set of IT protocols reflective of Lionbridge’s
security standards.

27.Suggested Improvements and Alternatives
At this time, Lionbridge has no suggested improvements or alternatives.
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28.Lionbridge’s Green Policy
At Lionbridge it is our policy to consciously dispose of obsolete equipment and other operational waste
material in a safe and environmentally friendly way through employing recognized third party professional
waste management companies.
Environmental Statement
As a responsible company it is incumbent upon Lionbridge to ensure any adverse environmental impact of its
business is minimal and that beneficial effects are encouraged and implemented. To this end, our
environmental policy is to reduce wastage and improve utilization of energy and resources to mutually
benefit both the environment and Lionbridge.
Activities
Paper Recycling
The greatest waste product produced by Lionbridge is paper, a commodity which may be easily recycled to
help with environmental conservation. In those offices where the service is available paper should be held
separately from ordinary waste so that it may be taken for recycling.
Energy Efficiency
The benefits of an energy efficiency policy are twofold. Firstly creating potential savings for the company and
secondly the reduction in energy usage will aid environmental conservation. The introduction of energy
efficient lighting, where economically beneficial, will aid in achieving the aims of this policy, along with other
energy saving equipment, such as automatic timer switches.
Printer toner Cartridges
Lionbridge offices seek to reduce the number of toner cartridges bought by introducing a scheme of cartridge
recycling. Not only is this financially beneficial but is also a useful way to become more ecologically sound.
Miscellaneous
The efforts of individuals in the office should not be underestimated. The simple tasks of reusing as many
items of stationery as possible can greatly help in the company's overall strategy, e.g. paper clips, ring
binders. The efforts of staff in maintaining common sense energy conservation is also important, turning off
unused lights or computers etc.
Additionally, we are investigating other avenues of energy efficiency that we can bring to the company.
Think Green Forum
Lionbridge actively encourages “green” thinking and activities.
One way the company encourages this is via the Think Green Forum. This is a discussion forum that allows
people around Lionbridge to make environmentally friendly suggestions. Other users around Lionbridge can
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view these suggestions and reply. The hope is that people who see these ideas will take them to heart and
everyone will seek to become more environmentally friendly.
Each individual office also implements environmental policies based around local and international laws. As
Cummins currently work with our Dublin office the hardware disposal, waste and recycling procedures
outlined below are in place at our Dublin, Ireland office. Upon request Lionbridge can provide further details
for other offices.
Disposing of Hardware Procedure
Leased Hardware
Any hardware that is leased is returned to the lease company once the term of the contract is finished. It is
the responsibility of the lease company to retrieve their hardware form Lionbridge for disposal or recycling.
Company Assets (Hardware)
1. When a piece of hardware becomes obsolete or is no longer required, that hardware is stored in the
designated storage area.
2. Before any hardware is removed from Lionbridge the IT Manager must fill in and submit an Asset
Disposal form to Finance containing the asset description and the fixed asset registration number.
3. On a needs be basis or at least every six months facilities remove the hardware from the storage
area to be transported to Greenstar’s waste management facility.
4. Greenstar dispose of the hardware in the presence of a Lionbridge representative and provides
Lionbridge with a document stating that the equipment has been disposed of.
5. Evidence of Greenstar commitment to achieving environmental excellence is provided by ISO
14001:2004 certification awarded to Greenstar Recycling Limited (www.greenstar.ie).
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1. Lionbridge Overview
As a $600M per-year corporation that has been in the language service industry for the last 30 years,
Lionbridge is consistently recognized in the language service industry for our high caliber of interpretation
and translation services. Lionbridge has been ranked as the #1 language service provider by Common Sense
Advisory for the past 4 years and was named as one of Forbes Magazine’s Most Trusted Companies for both
2015 and 2016.
Lionbridge currently has thousands of highly trained interpreters in over 350 languages
and dialects, trained and tested to provide clear, reliable, and trusted interpretation
24/7/365. Lionbridge’s testing and qualification process for our interpreters was
created in coordination with industry experts and verifies our linguists for fluency
in both English and the target language, competency of interpretation skills, and
expertise in a variety of interpretation scenarios.
Lionbridge also has the requisite experience executing the same scope of work as described in the RFP.
Lionbridge has been trusted by customers at the state, local, and federal level of government, including the
provision of qualified telephonic interpreters to the United States Department of Homeland Security, the
Department of Justice, the Internal Revenue Service, and through statewide contracts in Massachusetts,
Wisconsin, Arizona, Georgia, and Virginia. Representatives from Lionbridge’s corporate client base includes
Deutsche Bank, Citigroup, MetLife, Bank of America, IBM, Microsoft, Merrill Lynch, Morgan Stanley, Porsche,
Samsung, and Volvo.
As a leader in the language service industry, Lionbridge also regularly participates in or is a member of
industry trade associations, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Translators Association
California Healthcare Interpreting Association
National Capital Area Translators Association
Society for Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas
Certification Commission for Healthcare Interpreters
Interagency Language Roundtable

2. Number of Lionbridge Interpreters
Lionbridge currently utilizes the services of over 2,400 interpreters in over 350 different languages and
dialects. The certification and training process of Lionbridge interpreters is found below in Question 29.

3. HIPAA Compliance
Lionbridge’s telephonic interpretation services are compliant with HIPAA requirements. We do not record
phone calls or store any confidential PII.
For additional measures taken by Lionbridge’s team to maintain client confidentiality, please see below in
Section 5.
1|Page
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4. Compliance with Board for Evaluation for Interpreters (BEI) and/or Registry of
Interpreters for the Deaf (RID)
Lionbridge’s telephonic interpreters undergo the below training and certification process which was made in
coordination with industry experts. Lionbridge is not proposing sign language interpretation under this RFP.

5. Lionbridge’s Privacy, Confidentiality, and Security Practices
On Lionbridge’s government contracts, confidentiality and professionalism are among our highest priorities.
Each Lionbridge telephonic interpreter must take and pass our Ethics and Protocol test, to demonstrate a
complete understanding of best practices, ethical standards, and the importance of confidentiality and
protection of Personally Identifiable Information (PII). Our versatile interpreters are able to handle various
terminology sets, call lengths, and emotional landscapes – all with accuracy and professionalism. They
understand the difference between 1st and 3rd person interactions, use the correct terminology, and utilize
glossaries if needed.
Once an interpreter passes Lionbridge’s Ethics and Protocols test, prior to interpreting any calls on behalf of
Lionbridge, the interpreter must then sign and agree to our interpreter code of ethics. In our code of ethics,
we educate and outline what constitutes personal information, including personal health information (PHI),
and require that the interpreter make no record of this information and to maintain its confidentiality. The
Lionbridge telephonic interpretation process is compliant with HIPAA regulations.
Our live monitoring and quality assurance process, which is described in greater detail below, helps ensure
TCPN that these privacy and ethical protocols are being observed diligently.
Please note that these calls are not recorded and no personal information will be recorded or stored. This is a
live monitoring by a quality assurance specialist. Any violations or poor performance during a quality
assurance monitoring session will flag an interpreter for additional training, testing, and reevaluation to
perform work on behalf of Lionbridge.
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Experience of Lionbridge
6. Lionbridge’s Market Verticals
Although Lionbridge is a $600M per year corporation, the business unit which provides telephonic
interpretation services virtually every vertical in the marketplace. Please see below for a selection of
Lionbridge’s clients who receive telephonic interpretation services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UMass Medical School
Boston Public Schools
Pinellas County Public Schools
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Authority
Cubix
Homeserv
Lawrence Public Schools
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
U.S. Internal Revenue Service
U.S. Department of Justice
Kemper Insurance
Nationwide Insurance
Maximus Insurance
Gateway Insurance
Lakeland Electric, Florida
Massachusetts Department of Youth Services
Massachusetts Department of Corrections
Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission
Massachusetts Disability Determination Services
Massachusetts Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development
City of Revere
Howard County, Maryland: Police Department
Howard County, Maryland: Public Health Department
Toho Water Authority
California Department of Social Services, State Hearings Division
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Commonwealth of Virginia
State of Wisconsin

7. Typical Size of Lionbridge Client
Lionbridge has no one standard size of client. All clients vary from revenue, variety of languages interpreted,
or volume of minutes handled.

8. On-Boarding a New Client
As soon as a TCPN partner chooses to sign onto the TCPN/Lionbridge contract, it will be Program Manager
David Clegg’s responsibility to conduct a thorough, efficient, and quick onboarding process. The chart below
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helps outline David and his team’s responsibilities bringing a TCPN client from contract signing to a go-live
date.
Lionbridge and our management team typically completes this process in two weeks. If the client has a more
immediate need for services, and a timeline of three weeks is not plausible, our team will work in
coordination with that office to ensure that services begin when they are needed.
Implementation Activity
Contract Award
Kick-off meeting with TCPN; review implementation
schedule & next steps

Responsible Party
Program Manage David Clegg, to include Telephonic
Operations Manager, Resource Manager, and Director
of Operations

Internal kick-off meeting/review of resource
requirements

PM David Clegg, Resource Manager, Telephonic
Operations Manager, Quality Assurance Manager,
Director of Operations

Receive/compile TCPN Agency-specific glossary and
terminology information

RM & QA Manager

Craft additional TCPN-specific interpreter training

QA Manager & QA team

Account/contact creation in database

PM

Craft customized reports
Finance status check to ensure readiness of invoicing
docs. & payment processes

PM & Development team
PM & Finance Manager

Conduct interpreter training/information dissemination

QA Manager & QA team

Internal status check meeting

PM, Telephonic Ops. Manager, RM, QA Manager, Ops.
Director
Telephonic Operations Manager
PM
PM

Test IVR’s
Craft TCPN caller user guides
Conduct TCPN end-user training
Go-live
Internal status check meeting
Steady state customer meetings

PM, Telephonic Ops. Manager, RM, QA Manager, Ops.
Director
PM and TCPN

Training Material Provided for TCPN Users
As part of the on-boarding process for new TCPN accounts under an agreement, Lionbridge would provide all
TCPN accounts with customized, step-by-step user training guides on how to access our services and how to
make the most out of their interpretation experience. This user guide would also be supplemented by the
provision of any Skype, over the phone, or on-site user training that would need to take place for any new
TCPN accounts.
Please see below for an example of what our Training Material would look like.
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9. Location of Lionbridge Interpreters
Lionbridge utilizies contracted interpreters that work from our virtual call center located within the United
States. For a regional breakdown of where Lionbridge interpreters are located, please see below section.
The charts below highlights some of the benefits of Lionbridge utilizing a virtual call center over the
traditional call center model of our competitors.
Virtual Call Center
Scalable to suit number of interpreters needed
Service a wider variety of languages and not
limited to location of interpreters
Recruitment finds best suited interpreters
Accommodate Language Surges and assign work
across the country
Work assigned to first available and best suited

Traditional Call Center
Finite number of seats
Languages available for service limited by
geographic locations
Recruitment limited to physical location of call
center
Delays or reduced support as interpreters must be
contacted and report to work
Work affected by local emergencies/weather, and
unanticipated delays by traffic or commutes
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Interpreters paid for time interpreting and
minimal overhead – savings passed onto the client

Brick and Mortal centers acquire substantial
overhead which are built into the client’s costs

10.Lionbridge’s Telephonic Interpretation Language List
Please see below for list of available languages for Lionbridge’s telephonic interpretation services available
24/7/365. This represents the largest language list in the industry, at over 350 available languages.
Acateco

Bandi

Chinanteco

Eutian

Acholi

Basque

Chuj

Ewe

Adygei

Bassa

Circassian

Falam

Afemi

Baule

Comorian

Fanti

Afrikaans

Belize Creole

Creole

Farsi-Afghani

Aguacateco

Bengali

Croatian

Farsi-Iranian/Persian

Akan

Benin

Czech

Fijian

Akum

Berber

Dagomba

Filipino

Albanian

Bete

Dahalo

Finnish

Amdo

Bhutanese

Danish

Flemish

Amharic

Bosnian

Dari/Farsi-Afgh

Foo Chow

Amozquena/Amuzc

Bukusu

Dingara

French

Anlo

Bulgarian

Dinka

Fuji/Fujiman

Anuak

Burmese

Dioula

Fukienese

Arabic

Byelorussian

Divehi

Fula

Arakanese

Cachiquel

Djerma (Zarma)

Fulani

Aramaic

Cambodian/Khmer

Dutch

Fulani-Guinea

Armenian

Cantonese

Dyoula

Fuqing

Ashanti

Cape Verdian

Dzongkha

Ga

Assyrian

Catalan

Edo

Gaelic

Attie

Cebuano

Ejagham

Garifuna

Azerbaijani

Cha-Chao

Efik

Garre

Bajuni

Chalchiteco

English

Gbande

Baluchi

Chaldean

Enping Dialect

Georgian

Bambara

Chechen

Estonian

German

Bamilinke

Chin

Etsako

Gheg/Albanian
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Gio-Dan

Ishan/Ishaw

Kosovo

Maltese

Gisi/Kissi

Istiekiri

Kosraean

Mam

Goanese Konkani

Italian

Kotokoli

Mandarin

Gola

Jacalteco

Kouranko

Mandingo

Gonja

Jamaican Patois

Kpelle

Mandinka

Goun

Japanese

Krahn

Mandinko

Grebo

Jarai

Krio

Maninka

Greek

Javanese

Kru

Mano

Gujarati

Juba (Sudanese
Creole)

Kuki

Marathi

Kurdish

Marshallese

Kurmanji

Mayan

Kyrgyzstani

Maymay

Lahu

Mende

Lao

Metta-Moghamo

Latvian

Mien

Lebanese Arabic

Minan

Lingala

Mingrelian

Lithuanian

Misquito/Miskito

Loma

Mixe

Lorma

Mixtec

Luganda

Mongolian

Lugbara

Montenegrin

Lukabaras

More/Moshey

Luo

Moshi

Lusoga

Multani

Maasai

Munukutuba

Macedonian

Muong

Malagasy

Nahuatl

Malay

Navajo

Malayalam

Nda Nda

Malinke

Nepalese

Guyanese
Hainan
Hakka
Harari
Hassaniya
Hausa
Hebrew
Hilagoynan
Hindi
Hmong
Hokkien
Hunan
Hungarian
Ibo
Icelandic
Igbo
Ijo/ljor
Ikai
Ilocano
Ilongo
Indonesian
Ingush

Kachin
Kaiping
Kannada
Kanuri
Kashmiri
Kazakh
Kekchi
Kham
Khmer/Cambodian
Khmu
Kikuya
Kinyarwanda
Kirghiz
Kiribati/Gilbertese
Kirundi
Kisii from Kenya
Kongo/Kikongo
Konjobal
Konkani
Konyanka
Korean
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Newari

Quechua

Somali

Tigre

Ngemba

Quiche

Soninke

Tigrinya/Eritrean

North African Arabic

Quiche-Achi

Soto

Toishan

Norwegian

Rabinal Achi

Spanish

Tongan

Nubian

Rahaween

Sranan Tongo

Tosk/Albanian

Nuer

Rhade

Sri Lankan Tamil

Trique

Nyankore

Romanian

Sudanese

Trukese

Nzema

Romany

Susu

Tshiluba

Ogoni

Runyawana

Swahili

Turkish

Onyanja

Russian

Swazi

Turkmen

Oriya

Rutoro

Swedish

Tuvaluan

Oromo

Rwanda

Sylhetti

Twi

Palauan

Saamia

Szechuan

Tzotzil

Pampangan

Samoan

Tabassaran

Uighur

Pangasinan

Sarahule

Tagalog

Ukranian

Pidgen English

Sarpo

Tai-Dam

Urdo

Papiamento

Serbian

Taiwanese

Urhobo

Plautdietsch

Serbo-Croatian

Tajiki

Uzbek

Pocomam

Serer-Sine

Taki Taki

Vai

Pohnepaen

Shanghai

Tamazight (Berber)

Vietnamese

Polish

Shina

Tamil

Visayan

Popti

Shona

Tau-Sug

Wali

Punjabi

Sicilian

Tchamba

Waray-Waray

Poulaar

Sindhi

Telegu

Wenzhow

Portuguese

Sinhalese

Temne

Wobe

Pushtu

Slovak

Thai

Wolof

Putian

Slovenian

Tibetan

Xiamen

11.Self-Reporting Capability of Lionbridge
Program Manager David Clegg will provide TCPN with both monthly usage and management reports that
contain all of the data and metrics requested in the RFP. In addition, Lionbridge will also provide TCPN with
access to our interpbridge portal, accessible online. Through interpbridge, TCPN will be able to view usage
reports, pay invoices, and create custom reports to be e-mailed on a scheduled basis.
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12.On-Going Support and Account Management for TCPN
Lionbridge’s model of service delivery allows our government clients to receive the focus and attention of a
small business, while having the financial security and vast resources of the industry’s largest corporation. As
part of our dedicated, laser-focused customer service, Lionbridge will be assigning Program Manager David
Clegg as program manager for all services provided to TCPN. David will oversee all projects, ensure their
quality, completion, and provide any requested project reports or invoices.
David Clegg has ten years of experience managing interpretation and translation services to government
clients. He has served in various positions on Lionbridge’s government interpretation contracts– from
operations coordinator to team lead to Operations Manager and Program Manager – giving him the depth of
experience and knowledge about providing excellent service for government clients. He has consistently
received excellent reviews from our customers, including high ratings on Lionbridge’s contract with the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security, with the following comments:
“Mr. Clegg was always a step ahead to ensure that each office that required weekend interpretation was
accommodated … the contractor has promptly notified COR and/or the contracting office in a timely and
favorable fashion regarding any issues of an urgent nature.”

Customer Service and Problem Resolution
Although Lionbridge’s team takes every measure necessary to prevent customer complaints, we do
understand that complaint resolution and communication of any service issues is a critical aspect of
executing this scope of work. As such, we provide our clients with the ability to submit complaints, criticisms,
or comments in a variety of ways, and have them be resolved in a timely, efficient, and professional manner.
In addition to your Program Manager David Clegg being available during regular business hours to respond to
any service complaint, and our 24/7/365 operator support, Lionbridge will also use its proprietary Customer
Care Database (CCDB) to track and respond to any TCPN concerns. The CCDB contains automatic escalation
procedures: if an incident is not resolved by its owner within prescribed time periods, that incident
automatically appears on the next-level manager’s daily email report, and proceed up the chain to corporate
executive leadership.
Lionbridge’s CCDB tracks both the issue and the resolution and must be approved by Director of Operations
Alexandra Ben Othman. In the event that an incident is not resolved and approved within 5 days, a report
automatically is sent to Vice President Tom Tseki and Lionbridge’s management team.
The unique value of the CCDB is that it builds in accountability and immediate escalation. It also allows
Lionbridge management to create and monitor reports of issues over time, gain insight into trends, and take
corrective action. Results of corrective action will be reported back to TCPN at scheduled meetings or, in the
case of urgent issues, immediately by the Program Manager.
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Over-The-Phone/Telephonic Interpretation
25. Location of Lionbridge Call Centers and Interpreters
As stated above, Lionbridge interpreters will be located within the United States working through virtual call
centers.
The regional breakdown of where Lionbridge interpreters are located is as follows:
• Northeast – 16%
• Southeast – 31%
• Midwest – 10%
• Southwest – 14%
• West Coast – 27%

26. Lionbridge’s On-Shore Contracted Interpreters
Lionbridge utilizes contracted interpreters located within the United States.

27. Available Language List
Please see above for Lionbridge’s available language list of over 350 different languages.

28. Lionbridge Recruitment Methodology
Lionbridge is the industry leader in recruitment of interpreters on a national scale, incorporating a high level
of testing and screening to ensure highest quality. Over the past 30+ years, Lionbridge has recruited and
qualified thousands of U.S.-based interpreters in over 350 languages and dialects.
Aspects of the Lionbridge approach to recruitment that set us apart and contribute to the high level of
interpretation services we deliver and the loyalty of our pool of interpreters are:
Expertise in identifying candidates. Our recruitment team has developed expertise in identifying language
communities and working with them to find likely candidates. For example, Lionbridge recruiters have
participated in Kikuyu cultural festivals, in Indonesian virtual-community meetings, in Aguacateco speakers’
places of employment, and at Spanish linguist networking events. Additionally, as a direct result of
presentations by our staff at the ILR’s Spanish Language Division and other industry conferences, new
candidates have approached Lionbridge about becoming Lionbridge interpreters.
Experience that creates knowledge. Over 28 years, we have built a database of contacts in many linguistic,
cultural, and ethnic communities. We have cultivated these contacts and, because they know us and trust us,
they continue to work to locate candidates and get the word out when additional interpreters are needed.
Ability to leverage existing database. Lionbridge interpreters provide a wealth of cultural and linguistic
contacts which we can tap to help us identify new interpreter candidates.
Ability to leverage language expertise. Lionbridge recruiters specialize by language family, allowing them to
develop meaningful contacts and a deeper understanding of the language communities in the U.S. and
leverage that knowledge to find new candidates, especially for more uncommon languages.
Lionbridge’s recruitment methodology relies on constant outreach to multiple communities and sources of
linguists, supported by technology to make the process fast and efficient, to allow us to respond to client
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requests within the timeframes required. For Lionbridge, recruitment is not a reactive process: it is an
ongoing proactive effort, driven by our projections of client requirements in the coming years and months.
Resources for recruitment
Lionbridge’s existing pool of linguist resources includes hundreds of Spanish linguists as well as linguists in
over 350 other languages and dialects who currently provide services for commercial clients and Federal
contracts, including DOJ and DHS.
The value of this recruiting pool is amplified by the fact that these linguists are themselves members of many
community organizations with cultural, ethnic, and linguistic focus. Lionbridge frequently calls upon the local
contacts and knowledge of its linguists to become known in these communities and to locate additional
qualified candidates, and offers referral incentives. Lionbridge has used this methodology over the years to
recruit many qualified candidates for rare languages – from West African tribal languages such as Akum
(spoken by 1,400 people) and Nda’nda’ (spoken by 10,000 people) from Cameroon to Latin American
indigenous languages such as Awakateko (spoken by 18,000 people) and Eastern Jakalteko (spoken by 11,000
people) from Guatemala, and many more.
Lionbridge also reaches out to the pool of qualified U.S. citizens through online outreach and job boards, as
well as through social networking tools, local recruitment events, and Lionbridge job fairs. And by virtue of
our standing in the industry, Lionbridge receives approximately 40 unsolicited linguist applications through its
website every week. The website automatically screens applicants for qualifications (citizenship status,
clearance status, language, location, and more) and forwards likely candidates to a recruiter for further
evaluation.

29. Lionbridge Interpreter Training and Certification Process
Lionbridge hires and utilizes only the most well-trained and
qualified interpreters and translators in the industry. In our
30 years of experience providing similar scopes of work to
our government clients, we have developed a thorough
recruitment, initial testing, and training protocol that allows
us to maintain one of the industry’s largest network of
qualified interpreters and translators.

“It was over an hour call, and your agent
did a fantastic job.” (Financial Consulting
Firm)
“It felt like a breath of fresh air being able
to have the interpreter assist me with my
distressed client, which made the call as
easy as possible.” (Kemper Insurance)

We start with a screening that verifies the candidate’s
residency status and qualifications, and includes an English
skills test. Candidates who meet these baseline
qualifications must undergo Lionbridge’s interpretation test – administered in all languages, not just the most
common ones – which verifies a candidate’s skills in both English and the non-English language, as well as
interpretation skills. The test assesses a prospective interpreter’s consecutive interpretation skills by using
material taken from authentic interpretation scenarios, and includes terminology for a variety of settings,
including legal, social services, and medical vocabulary.
Furthermore, our interpreters are professional in the way they use an appropriate greeting or closing. This
professionalism allows our interpreters to be emotionally-neutral and work with the TCPN call representative
for a seamless and efficient call completion. Our interpreters agree in their code of conduct to work only
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from closed and quiet rooms, ensuring there is no background noise or disruption to the interpretation or
call. We monitor interpreter professionalism through our live call monitoring program.
The graph below shows the Lionbridge testing process that all interpreters must undergo before performing
services for our clients compared to other industry-standard testing.

On-Going Training of Lionbridge Interpreters
For our government clients, Lionbridge provides our telephonic interpreters with access to “Lionbridge
Academy,” a suite of training modules addressing such topics as consecutive interpretation, telephonic
interpretation, terminology and glossary building, and more. Training is available online 24/7/365 via our
secure InterpBridge portal, and interpreters can return to it for ongoing practice and skill development.
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As part of Lionbridge Academy, we will provide TCPN interpreters access to
our client-specific training program via InterpBridge. Developed in concert
with our Quality Assurance department and our point of contact within
TCPN, our client-specific training will provide interpreters with an in-depth
understanding of the various departments, callers, types of calls
encountered, tutorial on the specific needs of the callers, etc., in addition to
this client-specific glossaries and terminology lists, scripts, sample scenarios,
and department’s internal guidelines for best practices and for handling
specific situations.

30. Verification of Interpretation Accuracy/Quality Assurance Process
In order to ensure that our interpreters’ individual performance meets our quality standards and provide all
TCPN callers with a quick, courteous, and accurate interpretation, our Quality Assurance and Operations
teams conduct a live call monitoring program. With TCPN’s approval, Lionbridge will monitor a percentage of
call volume for quality assurance purposes. No calls are recorded and no customer information will be
retained in our system-the program is 100% live monitoring. Monitors join the calls live but remain muted
throughout and do not in any way interfere with the call in progress.
Lionbridge’s Quality Assurance team uses evaluation forms that are integrated with our telephony platform
and linked with the specific call information of the evaluated call. The score sheets allow us to link quality
evaluations and scoring functionality to specific calls and rate the interpreter’s performance across several
different categories such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge of vocabulary; specialized terminology
Preparedness for calls
Lack of background noise and disturbances
Memory Retention
Tone, rhythm, and accuracy
Observance of customer procedure/protocol when applicable
Level of professionalism in interactions with the customer and LEP

The score sheet will then be uploaded into the interpreter’s master record. Interpreters whose evaluations
were marked for additional training or Quality Assurance follow up are then contacted by a member of the
QA team for further training and counseling. An internal team meets on a regular basis to review scores and
interpreter performance, and makes proactive decisions regarding ongoing relationships with resources
based upon evaluation metrics.

31. What Sets Lionbridge Apart
Unlike our competitors in the language service industry, Lionbridge offers our government clients with a
unique combination of financial stability coupled with the laser-focus of a small business. Lionbridge delivers
our telephonic interpretation services through a “small-business” method of delivery, meaning that TCPN
clients will receive the customer service and focus from one designated dedicated Program Manager, who
will have the financial resources and stability of a $600M per year language service corporation.
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Experience of Management Team
The government business unit of Lionbridge that will responsible for managing TCPN’s telephonic
interpretation service contract has a combined 85+ years of experience performing similar scopes of work for
both the public and private sector. Additional background information and experience from our government
team is found on Appendix F.

Lionbridge’s Government Experience
Lionbridge, our management staff, and our interpreter all have years of experience executing the same scope
of work for government entities on the federal and state level. This includes the provision of interpretation
for the Department of Homeland Security, Department of Justice, Internal Revenue Service and through
statewide agreements across the country.

Lionbridge’s Recruitment Team and Scalability
As noted above, Lionbridge’s recruitment team remains one of our strongest assets that set us apart from the
competition within the marketplace. Lionbridge Program Manager David Clegg will work in coordination with
TCPN and our recruitment team to ensure that TCPN always has the adequate resources required, regardless
of any surge or decrease in volume.
At any moment, Lionbridge may be called upon to perform this scope of work for any government agency
who chooses to “piggy-back” off of this agreement. The recruitment team of Lionbridge have the experience
and resources required to recruit interpreters and prepare our linguist pool for a massive surge in volume or
an “emergency order” at any moment. See below for an example of Lionbridge’s recruitment team being
called upon to do this.

In 2015, Lionbridge was awarded the exclusive contract to provide OPI interpretation services for
the IRS’ taxpayer helpline. This high-volume contract (several million minutes per year, with peak
high volume during tax season) is critical to the IRS’ ability to provide services to taxpayers with
limited English proficiency. Lionbridge program management worked closely with the IRS to
establish workflows and provide user PINS for over 13,000 individual IRS call center agents, as well
as to prepare our interpreters to handle these sensitive calls. Contract operations began on August
1, with only one week’s notice. Within months, Lionbridge had handled over 800,000 minutes of
telephonic interpretation and 55 languages. The IRS has renewed every extension since award.

Statistically Proven Ability to Execute Scope of Work
Lionbridge has been trusted to provide telephonic interpretation services to government entities for the last
30 years. Please see below for some key statistics that have led us to be the industry leader in these services.
•
•
•
•
•

Average Connection Time for Spanish – 10-15 Seconds
Average Connection Time Across All Languages – 20-25
Average Fulfillment Rate – 98%
Telephony Platform Up-Time – 99.99%
Available Languages – 350
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32. Telephonic Interpretation Call Flow for TCPN Callers
Partnering with Lionbridge, TCPN will take advantage of one of the most user-friendly and efficient
telephonic interpretation platforms and call flows in the industry. A visual representation of our telephonic
interpretation call flow is below.

Dial
Number

Enter Pin

Select
Language

Connect to
interpreter

In order to access our interpretation services, TCPN users can choose from the most commonly requested
languages via an IVR (interactive voice recording) menu for the fastest connection time to an interpreter.
Prior to your go-live date for services with Lionbridge, your Program Manager will work to create a
customized IVR that contains the languages most frequently utilized by your end users. This will help
sustained the fastest connection times to interpreters.
For languages not found on the IVR, users will connect via a live operator, who can also assist with language
identification, customer support, and any other questions. Our live operator support is also available
24/7/365.

33. Downtime in Telephony Systems
Lionbridge’s telephony platform has a routine up time of 99.99% and has an overall fulfillment rate for
interpretation requests across all clients of over 98%.

34. Technology Utilized by Lionbridge
The technology, experience, and processes that Lionbridge utilizes for its telephonic interpretation services
will ensure TCPN that regardless of any emergency, public health crisis, or disaster, our interpretation
services will continue to be provided without any lapse in coverage. In fact, both the Department of
Homeland Security and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) have trusted Lionbridge to
provide over the phone interpretation in emergency or natural disaster scenarios.
Lionbridge is able to provide coverage through any natural disaster or emergency through our advanced
Twilio telephonic platform. Twilio is hosted on Amazon Web Services and disaster recovery is managed by
Amazon via multiple redundancy zones. AWS spans multiple geographic regions and Availability Zones, which
allow Twilio servers to remain resilient in the event of most failure modes, including natural disasters or
system failures. Environmental systems are designed to minimize the impact of disruptions to customer
operations. In addition, each AWS data center has independent power grids, as well as redundant power,
HVAC and fire suppression systems. The AWS data centers use state-of-the-art practices for fault tolerance at
each level of the system infrastructure, including Internet connectivity, power and cooling. Twilio maintains
redundant inbound and outbound connectivity with multiple network carriers and real-time systems to
dynamically route each call or message via the carrier with the best connectivity at any point in time,
responding automatically to carrier availability and reliability. Twilio's software redundant infrastructure can
also detect and route around issues experienced by hosts or even whole data centers in real time. Hot data
This proposal contains trade secrets and proprietary and exempt information under the Public Information Act, and distribution or disclosure is
prohibited. A redacted copy has been provided.
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backups ensure that no data is lost is in the handoff process and backups are replicated across multiple
regions in the U.S.

35. Additional Information Needed
Lionbridge is an experienced and trusted partner for TCPN who is capable of providing mission-critical
interpretation services through the use of professional interpreters with years of past interpretation
experience. Unlike our competition, Lionbridge hires professional interpreters who are not only fluent in both
English and the target language, but also have years of experience and a college degree or equivalent.
Additionally, our proprietary training and testing process described above screens all candidates knowledge
in not only the target language, but in English as well.
Beginning on day one, Lionbridge will have the infrastructure, resources, and experience necessary to begin
providing telephonic interpretation services to any TCPN partner.

This proposal contains trade secrets and proprietary and exempt information under the Public Information Act, and distribution or disclosure is
prohibited. A redacted copy has been provided.

For the last 30 years, Lionbridge Technologies has been trusted by government entities on the state, local,
and federal level of government to provide translation and interpretation services through the industry’s
largest network of trained, qualified, and tested linguists.
Per the RFP’s request, please find the below references for your convenience. If you have any additional
questions, do not hesitate to reach out.
Entity Name
Contact Name
City/State
Phone Number
Email
Years Serviced
Description of Services

Size

Entity Name
Contact Name
City/State
Phone Number
Email
Years Serviced
Description of Services

Department of Homeland Security USCIS HQASM
Angela Haynie
Washington, D.C.
202.272.1657
Angela.M.Haynie@uscis.dhs.gov
Six
Providing telephonic interpreters and monitors for
Asylum interviews. Monitors review interpretation
of non-vetted onsite interpreters
>$1M

Size

Internal Revenue Service
Cynthia Lee
Washington, D.C.
470.639.3174
Cynthia.Lee@IRS.Gov
6
Providing telephonic interpreters for the Internal
Revenue Service call centers
>$1M

Entity Name
Contact Name
City/State
Phone Number
Email
Years Serviced

Kemper Services Group
Kelly Trochak
Pennsylvania
570.207.3524
ktrochak@kemper.com
3

Description of Services
Size

Entity Name
Contact Name
City/State
Phone Number
Email
Years Serviced
Description of Services
Size

Entity Name
Contact Name
City/State
Phone Number
Email
Years Services
Description of Services
Size

Entity Name
Contact Name
City/State
Phone Number
Email
Years Services
Description of Services

Providing over the phone interpretation for one of
the largest insurance providers in the United States
>$1M

State of Massachusetts DIA/DUA
Marisa de la Paz
Boston, MA
617.626.5471
marisa.delapaz@state.ma.us
2
Providing telephonic interpretation services for DIA
DUA call centers and for their hearings division
>$70K

Lakeland Electric
Michael Trevett
Lakeland, Florida
863-834-1201
Michael.Trevett@lakelandgov.net
2
Providing telephonic interpretation services for
Lakeland Electric call center
>$40K

Size

Toho Water Authority
Mary Hewitt
Kissimmee Florida
407-944-5160
mhewitt@tohowater.com
1
Providing telephonic interpretation services for
Toho Water Authority call center
>$40K

Entity Name
Contact Name
City/State
Phone Number
Email
Years Services

Ascensus
Christine Wink
Pennsylvania
215-648-7084
christine.wink@ascensus.com
7

Description of Services
Size

Providing telephonic interpretation services
>$70K

Entity Name
Contact Name
City/State
Phone Number
Email
Years Services
Description of Services
Size

HomeServe
Scott Van Stratten
Connecticut
423-499-7865
Scott.VanStratten@homeserveusa.com
4
Providing telephonic interpretation services
>$285K

Entity Name
Contact Name
City/State
Phone Number
Email
Years Services
Description of Services
Size

Maximus
Raquel Pena
New York
917-228-5627
raquelpena@maximus.com
2
Providing telephonic interpretation services
>$600K

Entity Name
Contact Name
City/State
Phone Number
Email
Years Services
Description of Services
Size

NV Energy
Shannon Visconti
Nevada
702-402-5907
SVisconti@nvenergy.com
3
Providing telephonic interpretation services
>$95K

SOLUTION BRIEF

GEOFLUENT INTERPRETER™

Enabling great multilingual interactions and experiences for the public sector
Do you need backup for your internal bilingual staff or a way
to communicate with constituents that don’t speak your staff’s
primary language(s)? The GeoFluent Interpreter™ over-thephone interpretation (OPI) service bridges language gaps to
enable effective multilingual communications.
GeoFluent Interpreter™ is different: It improves the OPI
experience by making interactions faster and more efficient
while using less agent time - resulting in better conversations at
a lower cost.
Lionbridge is a leader in helping governments communicate
efficiently with Limited English Proficiency (LEP) individuals
and ensuring compliance with equal access legislation. We
have over 20 years of extensive experience providing OPI
for government entities, including the Department of Justice,
the Department of Homeland Security, the Internal Revenue
Service, and multiple federal, state, and municipal governments.
Our language support includes over 350 languages (including
rare Latin American indigenous dialects) – all available
24x7x365 on-demand or through advanced scheduling.
We are one of the largest OPI companies in the world.
Lionbridge helps set industry standards through our
involvement with organizations like The Interagency Language
Roundtable, the American Translators Association, the
International Medical Interpreters Association, The Society for
Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas, and the
Certification Commission for Healthcare Interpreters.

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHTS
350+ languages and dialects, including rare Latin
American indigenous languages
Professional interpreters with appropriate background
and clearances as needed-- available 24/7/365
15 second average connection time for Spanish
30 second average connection time across all
languages
Unparalleled security and quality
Industry leading innovations and technology that
improve the OPI experience
No monthly minimums. Pay only for the time used.
Part of the GeoFluent omni-channel solution
Language service customized specifically for the
public sector

WHY CHOOSE GEOFLUENT INTERPRETER™
Industry Leader In Interpreting
Our interpreters speak more than 350 languages and dialects, including some of the rarest languages, allowing us to meet the exacting needs
of government clients.
Lionbridge has an extensive network of highly qualified, experienced interpreters, not simply bilingual speakers. We prioritize contracting with
interpreters who hold interpreting certifications through organizations that include the American Translators Association (ATA), the National
Association of Judiciary Interpreters & Translators (NAJIT), the National Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID), and the National Association
for the Deaf (NAD). They have deep expertise and have worked for Lionbridge for many years. This allows Lionbridge to match interpreter
resources by both client and security requirements as well as industry and subject matter.

Personalized Customer Service
Every GeoFluent Interpreter™ client has a dedicated program manager that understands their organization and its unique needs. Live operators
are also available around the clock to ensure that Lionbridge consistently exceeds your expectations.

Speed & Scale
GeoFluent Interpreter™ is built upon a state-of-the-art telephony platform that offers 99.99% uptime, geo-redundancy, and supported by a
network of over a dozen carriers. Average connect times range from 15 seconds for common languages like Spanish to 30 seconds across all
languages.
Speed-to-interpreter is enabled by direct dial by language, eliminating the need for PINs for clients that choose this option. For global
organizations, Lionbridge offers country-specific telephone numbers, saving clients time and money when accessing our interpreter network.
The depth and breadth of our network enables automated alerting to increase interpreter resources in seconds to support seasonal peaks,
catastrophic events, and other activity that can significantly alter interpretation volume.

Security & Quality Assurance
Lionbridge provides clients with the highest levels of security. After passing a rigorous language assessment exam (developed by the same
consultants who developed interpreter testing for the National Center for State Courts), interpreters are required to acknowledge and sign the
Code of Interpreter Ethics, as well as pass an ethics and protocol test. Interpreters also received ongoing required training and testing that focus
on industry, language, or client specific content. Combined with our telephony and database architecture, this ensures GeoFluent Interpreter™
adherence to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).
Clients benefit from Lionbridge’s dedicated Quality Assurance team. Our measures include auditing and reviewing calls to evaluate interpreter
performance. In addition to monitoring individual interpreter performance, we also track client-specific quality benchmarks, including connection
time, accommodation rate, abandoned call rate, and many others.

Insight
The GeoFluent Interpreter™ Customer Portal provides self-service access to real-time dashboards and reporting. This provides clients with
immediate and detailed insight into key performance metrics.

GEOFLUENT OMNI-CHANNEL SOLUTION
GeoFluent Interpreter™ is part of the GeoFluent Omni-Channel suite which includes:

•
•
•

GeoFluent Virtual Translator™ adds real-time translation capabilities to self-service and agent-assisted digital channels, including chat,
email, ticketing, chatbots, forums, etc.
GeoFluent Translate™ provides clients a self-service and secure way to quickly translate virtually any file or document type.
GeoFluent Interpreter™ also includes on-site, conference, and video interpreting.

GeoFluent Omni-Channel is powered by the GeoFluent Virtual Linguist™, an artificial intelligence-based core that is customized and trained
specifically for each client. The Virtual Linguist ensures multilingual consistency and accuracy across languages, channels, and use cases
while understanding the context and unique brand terms, acronyms, and speak of each client.

L E A R N M O R E AT L I O N B R I D G E . C O M

SOLUTION BRIEF

GEOFLUENT TRANSLATE™ FOR GOVERNMENT

Centralize and accelerate your translation needs with a streamlined 24/7/365 process.

Lionbridge is a leader in assisting federal, state, and
local governments communicate effectively with
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) individuals and
ensuring compliance with equal access legislation.
When it comes to global language support,
GeoFluent Translate™ streamlines the traditionally
inefficient translation and localization process.
It can handle multiple content types to meet the
varied needs of government agencies. GeoFluent
Translate™ is a secure, one-stop web portal that
enables users to quote, upload, and complete a
wide variety of translation projects 24/7/365.
The process leverages GeoFluent’s Virtual Linguist™:
an AI-based core that is customized and trained
specifically for each client. The Virtual Linguist
ensures multilingual consistency and accuracy
across languages, channels, and use cases while
understanding the context and unique brand terms
and acronyms.

With GeoFluent Translate™ at your
fingertips, you will have everything
you need to solve your organizational
translation challenges.
Speed keep pace with your consitituents
with quickened turnaround times
Ease of use Online portal streamlines
the translation process providing instant
quotes, capability to handle multiple
projects across content types, as well
as high visibility and transparency into
translation spend.
Content types Supports multiple content
types including documents, videos, web
pages, mobile apps, email, social, desktop
publishing, and more
Languages Lionbridge supports the
broadest portfolio of languages and dialects
Trusted Quality Remove lengthy internal
review roadblocks with trusted translation
linguists that complete projects correctly
the first time

GeoFluent Translate™ is built upon a fully automated translation workflow, enabling a streamlined translation process that is fast,
high-quality, and cost-efficient. Our proprietary workflow allows users to quote, submit, manage, track, and receive files 24x7 without
the inefficiencies and extra costs commonly found with traditional translation services and providers.
Despite the high level of automation supporting the workflows, GeoFluent Translate™ is supported by human translators. Lionbridge
has a network of 22,000+ qualified translators. This ensures that translations are not done word for word; rather they are understood
and translated contextually. As a service to Federal government clients, GeoFluent Translate™ can be staffed by onshore linguists with
the required clearances, as needed.
The streamlined GeoFluent public sector solution is backed by outstanding customer service and program management. We will
support your agency with dedicated program managers that understand your unique requirements and compliance needs, and will
work with you every step of the way.

Elements of GeoFluent Translate™ for Government
Portal: The GeoFluent Translate™ for Government solution includes a branded portal for your agency built upon GeoFluent’s Virtual Linguist. Virtual
Linguist’s customization ensures multilingual consistency.
Payment: Utilize Purchase Orders directly from your GeoFluent portal
Network: Leverage a network of specifically-chosen, professional government linguists for each and every project
Translation Memory: Linguistic assets like glossaries, style guides, and terminology databases, as well as ongoing reviewer feedback, are easily
managed and leveraged with Virtual Linguist™.
Connections: GeoFluent Translate can connect to source systems to further automate content flow.

GeoFluent: Three Modules, One Complete Solution
GeoFluent Translate™ is part of a suite of translation and interpretation solutions serving each area of your mission-critical multilingual
communication needs. GeoFluent Virtual Translator™ adds multilingual capabilities to existing self-service and agent-assisted digital
channels, such as chat, email, and forums/communities. GeoFluent Interpreter™ provides mission critical over-the-phone interpretation
for over 350 languages. Available as an integrated solution or individually, each module leverages GeoFluent’s Virtual Linguist™.

WHY GEOFLUENT TRANSLATOR™?
Availability

GeoFluent Translate is a secure portal available 24/7 to accept projects, provide an instant quote,
and start the translation process.

Efficiency

GeoFluent Translate is 88% automated to provide fast, high-quality translations across a wide
array of content types at a competitive price.

Customized

Every client has a customized Virtual Linguist™ to ensure translation accuracy and consistency
across languages and communications channels.

Integrated

Connect the GeoFluent Translate™ portal to your source system for a fully automated process.

Proven & Trusted

Work with one partner for real-time translation, on-demand translation, and over-the-phone
interpretation. Lionbridge, the world’s largest language services provider, is trusted and proven.

L E A R N M O R E AT L I O N B R I D G E . C O M

Lionbridge Global Solutions II, Inc.
Price Proposal for Over the Phone Interpretation Services
5/22/2018

Language
Spanish
All other Languages

Unit of Measure
Minute
Minute

Cost
$0.67/min
$0.87/min

Note: There will also be a $250 per month minimum fee
This includes the provision of telephonic interpretation services as described in
the RFP

SOLUTION BRIEF

GEOFLUENT INTERPRETER™

Enabling great multilingual interactions and experiences for the public sector
Do you need backup for your internal bilingual staff or a way
to communicate with constituents that don’t speak your staff’s
primary language(s)? The GeoFluent Interpreter™ over-thephone interpretation (OPI) service bridges language gaps to
enable effective multilingual communications.
GeoFluent Interpreter™ is different: It improves the OPI
experience by making interactions faster and more efficient
while using less agent time - resulting in better conversations at
a lower cost.
Lionbridge is a leader in helping governments communicate
efficiently with Limited English Proficiency (LEP) individuals
and ensuring compliance with equal access legislation. We
have over 20 years of extensive experience providing OPI
for government entities, including the Department of Justice,
the Department of Homeland Security, the Internal Revenue
Service, and multiple federal, state, and municipal governments.
Our language support includes over 350 languages (including
rare Latin American indigenous dialects) – all available
24x7x365 on-demand or through advanced scheduling.
We are one of the largest OPI companies in the world.
Lionbridge helps set industry standards through our
involvement with organizations like The Interagency Language
Roundtable, the American Translators Association, the
International Medical Interpreters Association, The Society for
Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas, and the
Certification Commission for Healthcare Interpreters.

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHTS
350+ languages and dialects, including rare Latin
American indigenous languages
Professional interpreters with appropriate background
and clearances as needed-- available 24/7/365
15 second average connection time for Spanish
30 second average connection time across all
languages
Unparalleled security and quality
Industry leading innovations and technology that
improve the OPI experience
No monthly minimums. Pay only for the time used.
Part of the GeoFluent omni-channel solution
Language service customized specifically for the
public sector

WHY CHOOSE GEOFLUENT INTERPRETER™
Industry Leader In Interpreting
Our interpreters speak more than 350 languages and dialects, including some of the rarest languages, allowing us to meet the exacting needs
of government clients.
Lionbridge has an extensive network of highly qualified, experienced interpreters, not simply bilingual speakers. We prioritize contracting with
interpreters who hold interpreting certifications through organizations that include the American Translators Association (ATA), the National
Association of Judiciary Interpreters & Translators (NAJIT), the National Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID), and the National Association
for the Deaf (NAD). They have deep expertise and have worked for Lionbridge for many years. This allows Lionbridge to match interpreter
resources by both client and security requirements as well as industry and subject matter.

Personalized Customer Service
Every GeoFluent Interpreter™ client has a dedicated program manager that understands their organization and its unique needs. Live operators
are also available around the clock to ensure that Lionbridge consistently exceeds your expectations.

Speed & Scale
GeoFluent Interpreter™ is built upon a state-of-the-art telephony platform that offers 99.99% uptime, geo-redundancy, and supported by a
network of over a dozen carriers. Average connect times range from 15 seconds for common languages like Spanish to 30 seconds across all
languages.
Speed-to-interpreter is enabled by direct dial by language, eliminating the need for PINs for clients that choose this option. For global
organizations, Lionbridge offers country-specific telephone numbers, saving clients time and money when accessing our interpreter network.
The depth and breadth of our network enables automated alerting to increase interpreter resources in seconds to support seasonal peaks,
catastrophic events, and other activity that can significantly alter interpretation volume.

Security & Quality Assurance
Lionbridge provides clients with the highest levels of security. After passing a rigorous language assessment exam (developed by the same
consultants who developed interpreter testing for the National Center for State Courts), interpreters are required to acknowledge and sign the
Code of Interpreter Ethics, as well as pass an ethics and protocol test. Interpreters also received ongoing required training and testing that focus
on industry, language, or client specific content. Combined with our telephony and database architecture, this ensures GeoFluent Interpreter™
adherence to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).
Clients benefit from Lionbridge’s dedicated Quality Assurance team. Our measures include auditing and reviewing calls to evaluate interpreter
performance. In addition to monitoring individual interpreter performance, we also track client-specific quality benchmarks, including connection
time, accommodation rate, abandoned call rate, and many others.

Insight
The GeoFluent Interpreter™ Customer Portal provides self-service access to real-time dashboards and reporting. This provides clients with
immediate and detailed insight into key performance metrics.

GEOFLUENT OMNI-CHANNEL SOLUTION
GeoFluent Interpreter™ is part of the GeoFluent Omni-Channel suite which includes:

•
•
•

GeoFluent Virtual Translator™ adds real-time translation capabilities to self-service and agent-assisted digital channels, including chat,
email, ticketing, chatbots, forums, etc.
GeoFluent Translate™ provides clients a self-service and secure way to quickly translate virtually any file or document type.
GeoFluent Interpreter™ also includes on-site, conference, and video interpreting.

GeoFluent Omni-Channel is powered by the GeoFluent Virtual Linguist™, an artificial intelligence-based core that is customized and trained
specifically for each client. The Virtual Linguist ensures multilingual consistency and accuracy across languages, channels, and use cases
while understanding the context and unique brand terms, acronyms, and speak of each client.

L E A R N M O R E AT L I O N B R I D G E . C O M

SOLUTION BRIEF

GEOFLUENT TRANSLATE™ FOR GOVERNMENT

Centralize and accelerate your translation needs with a streamlined 24/7/365 process.

Lionbridge is a leader in assisting federal, state, and
local governments communicate effectively with
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) individuals and
ensuring compliance with equal access legislation.
When it comes to global language support,
GeoFluent Translate™ streamlines the traditionally
inefficient translation and localization process.
It can handle multiple content types to meet the
varied needs of government agencies. GeoFluent
Translate™ is a secure, one-stop web portal that
enables users to quote, upload, and complete a
wide variety of translation projects 24/7/365.
The process leverages GeoFluent’s Virtual Linguist™:
an AI-based core that is customized and trained
specifically for each client. The Virtual Linguist
ensures multilingual consistency and accuracy
across languages, channels, and use cases while
understanding the context and unique brand terms
and acronyms.

With GeoFluent Translate™ at your
fingertips, you will have everything
you need to solve your organizational
translation challenges.
Speed keep pace with your consitituents
with quickened turnaround times
Ease of use Online portal streamlines
the translation process providing instant
quotes, capability to handle multiple
projects across content types, as well
as high visibility and transparency into
translation spend.
Content types Supports multiple content
types including documents, videos, web
pages, mobile apps, email, social, desktop
publishing, and more
Languages Lionbridge supports the
broadest portfolio of languages and dialects
Trusted Quality Remove lengthy internal
review roadblocks with trusted translation
linguists that complete projects correctly
the first time

GeoFluent Translate™ is built upon a fully automated translation workflow, enabling a streamlined translation process that is fast,
high-quality, and cost-efficient. Our proprietary workflow allows users to quote, submit, manage, track, and receive files 24x7 without
the inefficiencies and extra costs commonly found with traditional translation services and providers.
Despite the high level of automation supporting the workflows, GeoFluent Translate™ is supported by human translators. Lionbridge
has a network of 22,000+ qualified translators. This ensures that translations are not done word for word; rather they are understood
and translated contextually. As a service to Federal government clients, GeoFluent Translate™ can be staffed by onshore linguists with
the required clearances, as needed.
The streamlined GeoFluent public sector solution is backed by outstanding customer service and program management. We will
support your agency with dedicated program managers that understand your unique requirements and compliance needs, and will
work with you every step of the way.

Elements of GeoFluent Translate™ for Government
Portal: The GeoFluent Translate™ for Government solution includes a branded portal for your agency built upon GeoFluent’s Virtual Linguist. Virtual
Linguist’s customization ensures multilingual consistency.
Payment: Utilize Purchase Orders directly from your GeoFluent portal
Network: Leverage a network of specifically-chosen, professional government linguists for each and every project
Translation Memory: Linguistic assets like glossaries, style guides, and terminology databases, as well as ongoing reviewer feedback, are easily
managed and leveraged with Virtual Linguist™.
Connections: GeoFluent Translate can connect to source systems to further automate content flow.

GeoFluent: Three Modules, One Complete Solution
GeoFluent Translate™ is part of a suite of translation and interpretation solutions serving each area of your mission-critical multilingual
communication needs. GeoFluent Virtual Translator™ adds multilingual capabilities to existing self-service and agent-assisted digital
channels, such as chat, email, and forums/communities. GeoFluent Interpreter™ provides mission critical over-the-phone interpretation
for over 350 languages. Available as an integrated solution or individually, each module leverages GeoFluent’s Virtual Linguist™.

WHY GEOFLUENT TRANSLATOR™?
Availability

GeoFluent Translate is a secure portal available 24/7 to accept projects, provide an instant quote,
and start the translation process.

Efficiency

GeoFluent Translate is 88% automated to provide fast, high-quality translations across a wide
array of content types at a competitive price.

Customized

Every client has a customized Virtual Linguist™ to ensure translation accuracy and consistency
across languages and communications channels.

Integrated

Connect the GeoFluent Translate™ portal to your source system for a fully automated process.

Proven & Trusted

Work with one partner for real-time translation, on-demand translation, and over-the-phone
interpretation. Lionbridge, the world’s largest language services provider, is trusted and proven.
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SOLUTION BRIEF

GEOFLUENT INTERPRETER™

Enabling great multilingual interactions and experiences for the public sector
Do you need backup for your internal bilingual staff or a way
to communicate with constituents that don’t speak your staff’s
primary language(s)? The GeoFluent Interpreter™ over-thephone interpretation (OPI) service bridges language gaps to
enable effective multilingual communications.
GeoFluent Interpreter™ is different: It improves the OPI
experience by making interactions faster and more efficient
while using less agent time - resulting in better conversations at
a lower cost.
Lionbridge is a leader in helping governments communicate
efficiently with Limited English Proficiency (LEP) individuals
and ensuring compliance with equal access legislation. We
have over 20 years of extensive experience providing OPI
for government entities, including the Department of Justice,
the Department of Homeland Security, the Internal Revenue
Service, and multiple federal, state, and municipal governments.
Our language support includes over 350 languages (including
rare Latin American indigenous dialects) – all available
24x7x365 on-demand or through advanced scheduling.
We are one of the largest OPI companies in the world.
Lionbridge helps set industry standards through our
involvement with organizations like The Interagency Language
Roundtable, the American Translators Association, the
International Medical Interpreters Association, The Society for
Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas, and the
Certification Commission for Healthcare Interpreters.

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHTS
350+ languages and dialects, including rare Latin
American indigenous languages
Professional interpreters with appropriate background
and clearances as needed-- available 24/7/365
15 second average connection time for Spanish
30 second average connection time across all
languages
Unparalleled security and quality
Industry leading innovations and technology that
improve the OPI experience
No monthly minimums. Pay only for the time used.
Part of the GeoFluent omni-channel solution
Language service customized specifically for the
public sector

WHY CHOOSE GEOFLUENT INTERPRETER™
Industry Leader In Interpreting
Our interpreters speak more than 350 languages and dialects, including some of the rarest languages, allowing us to meet the exacting needs
of government clients.
Lionbridge has an extensive network of highly qualified, experienced interpreters, not simply bilingual speakers. We prioritize contracting with
interpreters who hold interpreting certifications through organizations that include the American Translators Association (ATA), the National
Association of Judiciary Interpreters & Translators (NAJIT), the National Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID), and the National Association
for the Deaf (NAD). They have deep expertise and have worked for Lionbridge for many years. This allows Lionbridge to match interpreter
resources by both client and security requirements as well as industry and subject matter.

Personalized Customer Service
Every GeoFluent Interpreter™ client has a dedicated program manager that understands their organization and its unique needs. Live operators
are also available around the clock to ensure that Lionbridge consistently exceeds your expectations.

Speed & Scale
GeoFluent Interpreter™ is built upon a state-of-the-art telephony platform that offers 99.99% uptime, geo-redundancy, and supported by a
network of over a dozen carriers. Average connect times range from 15 seconds for common languages like Spanish to 30 seconds across all
languages.
Speed-to-interpreter is enabled by direct dial by language, eliminating the need for PINs for clients that choose this option. For global
organizations, Lionbridge offers country-specific telephone numbers, saving clients time and money when accessing our interpreter network.
The depth and breadth of our network enables automated alerting to increase interpreter resources in seconds to support seasonal peaks,
catastrophic events, and other activity that can significantly alter interpretation volume.

Security & Quality Assurance
Lionbridge provides clients with the highest levels of security. After passing a rigorous language assessment exam (developed by the same
consultants who developed interpreter testing for the National Center for State Courts), interpreters are required to acknowledge and sign the
Code of Interpreter Ethics, as well as pass an ethics and protocol test. Interpreters also received ongoing required training and testing that focus
on industry, language, or client specific content. Combined with our telephony and database architecture, this ensures GeoFluent Interpreter™
adherence to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).
Clients benefit from Lionbridge’s dedicated Quality Assurance team. Our measures include auditing and reviewing calls to evaluate interpreter
performance. In addition to monitoring individual interpreter performance, we also track client-specific quality benchmarks, including connection
time, accommodation rate, abandoned call rate, and many others.

Insight
The GeoFluent Interpreter™ Customer Portal provides self-service access to real-time dashboards and reporting. This provides clients with
immediate and detailed insight into key performance metrics.

GEOFLUENT OMNI-CHANNEL SOLUTION
GeoFluent Interpreter™ is part of the GeoFluent Omni-Channel suite which includes:

•
•
•

GeoFluent Virtual Translator™ adds real-time translation capabilities to self-service and agent-assisted digital channels, including chat,
email, ticketing, chatbots, forums, etc.
GeoFluent Translate™ provides clients a self-service and secure way to quickly translate virtually any file or document type.
GeoFluent Interpreter™ also includes on-site, conference, and video interpreting.

GeoFluent Omni-Channel is powered by the GeoFluent Virtual Linguist™, an artificial intelligence-based core that is customized and trained
specifically for each client. The Virtual Linguist ensures multilingual consistency and accuracy across languages, channels, and use cases
while understanding the context and unique brand terms, acronyms, and speak of each client.
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SOLUTION BRIEF

GEOFLUENT TRANSLATE™ FOR GOVERNMENT

Centralize and accelerate your translation needs with a streamlined 24/7/365 process.

Lionbridge is a leader in assisting federal, state, and
local governments communicate effectively with
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) individuals and
ensuring compliance with equal access legislation.
When it comes to global language support,
GeoFluent Translate™ streamlines the traditionally
inefficient translation and localization process.
It can handle multiple content types to meet the
varied needs of government agencies. GeoFluent
Translate™ is a secure, one-stop web portal that
enables users to quote, upload, and complete a
wide variety of translation projects 24/7/365.
The process leverages GeoFluent’s Virtual Linguist™:
an AI-based core that is customized and trained
specifically for each client. The Virtual Linguist
ensures multilingual consistency and accuracy
across languages, channels, and use cases while
understanding the context and unique brand terms
and acronyms.

With GeoFluent Translate™ at your
fingertips, you will have everything
you need to solve your organizational
translation challenges.
Speed keep pace with your consitituents
with quickened turnaround times
Ease of use Online portal streamlines
the translation process providing instant
quotes, capability to handle multiple
projects across content types, as well
as high visibility and transparency into
translation spend.
Content types Supports multiple content
types including documents, videos, web
pages, mobile apps, email, social, desktop
publishing, and more
Languages Lionbridge supports the
broadest portfolio of languages and dialects
Trusted Quality Remove lengthy internal
review roadblocks with trusted translation
linguists that complete projects correctly
the first time

GeoFluent Translate™ is built upon a fully automated translation workflow, enabling a streamlined translation process that is fast,
high-quality, and cost-efficient. Our proprietary workflow allows users to quote, submit, manage, track, and receive files 24x7 without
the inefficiencies and extra costs commonly found with traditional translation services and providers.
Despite the high level of automation supporting the workflows, GeoFluent Translate™ is supported by human translators. Lionbridge
has a network of 22,000+ qualified translators. This ensures that translations are not done word for word; rather they are understood
and translated contextually. As a service to Federal government clients, GeoFluent Translate™ can be staffed by onshore linguists with
the required clearances, as needed.
The streamlined GeoFluent public sector solution is backed by outstanding customer service and program management. We will
support your agency with dedicated program managers that understand your unique requirements and compliance needs, and will
work with you every step of the way.

Elements of GeoFluent Translate™ for Government
Portal: The GeoFluent Translate™ for Government solution includes a branded portal for your agency built upon GeoFluent’s Virtual Linguist. Virtual
Linguist’s customization ensures multilingual consistency.
Payment: Utilize Purchase Orders directly from your GeoFluent portal
Network: Leverage a network of specifically-chosen, professional government linguists for each and every project
Translation Memory: Linguistic assets like glossaries, style guides, and terminology databases, as well as ongoing reviewer feedback, are easily
managed and leveraged with Virtual Linguist™.
Connections: GeoFluent Translate can connect to source systems to further automate content flow.

GeoFluent: Three Modules, One Complete Solution
GeoFluent Translate™ is part of a suite of translation and interpretation solutions serving each area of your mission-critical multilingual
communication needs. GeoFluent Virtual Translator™ adds multilingual capabilities to existing self-service and agent-assisted digital
channels, such as chat, email, and forums/communities. GeoFluent Interpreter™ provides mission critical over-the-phone interpretation
for over 350 languages. Available as an integrated solution or individually, each module leverages GeoFluent’s Virtual Linguist™.

WHY GEOFLUENT TRANSLATOR™?
Availability

GeoFluent Translate is a secure portal available 24/7 to accept projects, provide an instant quote,
and start the translation process.

Efficiency

GeoFluent Translate is 88% automated to provide fast, high-quality translations across a wide
array of content types at a competitive price.

Customized

Every client has a customized Virtual Linguist™ to ensure translation accuracy and consistency
across languages and communications channels.

Integrated

Connect the GeoFluent Translate™ portal to your source system for a fully automated process.

Proven & Trusted

Work with one partner for real-time translation, on-demand translation, and over-the-phone
interpretation. Lionbridge, the world’s largest language services provider, is trusted and proven.
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Lionbridge Response to Intent to Negotiate
“Provide best and final discount/pricing, including any additional services or offering that will benefit the
scope response.”
1.) Per the request of Region 4 Education Service Center and National IPA, Lionbridge intends to expand
our current service offerings under this agreement to include Lionbridge’s Geofluent document
translation and real-time translation services. Pricing and additional information for both of these
services are provided in the attached email.
The services offered by Lionbridge under this agreement will now guarantee that Region 4 and any
National IPA client will have the solutions needed to connect their employees with any non-English
speaking student or resident.
“Confirm by check-mark Appendix D. Also, Region 4 ESC requests a reconsideration of the deletion of 9.1 and
request alternative language to the Region 4 ESC language for 9.1 Best Price Guarantee.”
2.) Lionbridge confirms that there was one exception taken to the RFP and the described terms and
conditions. Our team requests that the National IPA and Region 4 Education Service Center consider
the proposed alternative language for section 9.1 Best Price Guarantee under this agreement:
“The pricing offered for all services is to be considered a ‘not to exceed pricing’ for all entities
purchasing under this agreement. Lionbridge’s team will work with all users purchasing under this
agreement to provide the most competitive discount from these prices as possible, as we learn more
about the anticipated usage, user needs, and language mix.”
“Confirm ability to complete Appendix H Additional Required Documents #9 to #15 “For vendors intending
to do business in New Jersey”
3.) Lionbridge confirms that we are in good standing with the State of New Jersey and is capable of
completing documents #9 through #15. These documents will be completed, signed, and notarized
ASAP. Lionbridge’s State of New Jersey corporation ID number through the Division of Revenue is
0100802266.

National IPA and Region 4 ESC
Lionbridge Global Solutions II, Inc.

Additional Services Offered to Region 4 Education Service
Center and National IPA
Lionbridge extends the below services to Region 4 ESC and National IPA. The complete offering of services to
Region 4 and National IPA will now include over-the-phone interpretation, document translation, and realtime translation services.
The services offered by Lionbridge will ensure that any government entity purchasing off this agreement will
have the language service solutions required to connect any non-English speaking residents with your agency.
Pricing is set as not to exceed.

GeoFluent Virtual Translator: Real-Time Translation Services
GeoFluent Virtual Translator, a SaaS-based solution, provides patented, award-winning, real-time translation
capabilities. The Virtual Translator solution plugs into customers’ existing contact center, service
management, and enterprise communication & collaboration platforms to provide translation services. It also
can be leveraged across IM, email, blogs, forums, virtual assistants, and knowledge bases in addition to
applications like chat and ticketing.
By integrating into existing platforms, GeoFluent Virtual Translator extends customers’ investments and
requires no change to how organizations currently interact with customers, partners, or employees.
Below are some of the ways that Geofluent Virtual Translator can be used for Region 4 ESC and National IPA
clients.

Web, Mobile and SMS Chat
GeoFluent provides real-time translation for
web, mobile and capabilities to integrate with
SMS chat. This enables agents of any language
to interact with customers & prospects of any
language. The result is reduced transfers and
higher first contact resolution.
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Email / Case Management / Support Tickets
GeoFluent provides real-time translation of both incoming and outgoing emails. Email translation is available
on Outlook 2010 and 2013 as well as through leading contact center communication platforms for cases,
support tickets, and email.

GeoFluent Translate: Document Translation Services
When it comes to language support for government entities,
GeoFluent Translate streamlines the traditionally inefficient
translation and localization process. It can handle multiple content
types to meet the varied needs of government agencies on the
federal, state, or local level. GeoFluent Translate is a secure, one-stop
web portal that enables users to quote, upload, and complete a wide
variety of translation projects 24/7/365. The process leverages
GeoFluent’s Virtual Linguist: an AI-based core that is customized and
trained specifically for each government entity client. The Virtual
Linguist ensures multilingual consistency and accuracy across
languages, channels, and use cases while understanding the context
and unique brand terms and acronyms.
GeoFluent Translate is built upon a fully automated translation
workflow, enabling a streamlined translation process that is fast, highquality, and cost-efficient. Our proprietary workflow allows users to
quote, submit, manage, track, and receive files 24x7 without the
inefficiencies and extra costs commonly found with traditional
translation services and providers.
Despite the high level of automation supporting the workflows, GeoFluent Translate is still supported by
human translators. Lionbridge has a network of 22,000+ qualified translators. This ensures that translations
are not done word for word; rather they are understood and translated contextually.
The streamlined GeoFluent public sector solution is backed by outstanding customer service and program
management. We will support your agency with dedicated program managers that understand your unique
requirements and compliance needs, and will work with you every step of the way.
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Elements of GeoFluent Translate
Portal: The GeoFluent Translate™ for Government solution includes a branded portal for your agency built
upon GeoFluent’s Virtual Linguist. Virtual Linguist’s customization ensures multilingual consistency.
Payment: Utilize Purchase Orders directly from your GeoFluent portal
Network: Leverage a network of specifically-chosen, professional government linguists for each and every
project
Translation Memory: Linguistic assets like glossaries, style guides, and terminology databases, as well as
ongoing reviewer feedback, are easily managed and leveraged with Virtual Linguist™.
Connections: GeoFluent Translate can connect to source systems to further automate content flow.

Pricing for Additional Services
Pricing offered is set as not to exceed. Discounts will be applied as Lionbridge’s team learns more about client
needs, language mix, and additional requirements.

GeoFluent Virtual Translator: Live Translation Services

GeoFluent Translate: Document Translation Services
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